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INTRODUCTION:

Community college students, it has been suggested, have an entre-

preneural view towari higher education, seeing it as a risk of their time

and resources againsi the probability of greater material gain for them

if they complete a specific program of training. /heir approach to edu-

cation is essentiIly pragmatic, and they are willing to undertake the

required risk of coutses and experiences provided the training programs

appear relevant to their target of employment.

Typically much effort is expended by those responsible for commu-

nity college teaching and leadership to ensure that this high need for

visible relevance is met. Extensive curriculum guides spell out s-

quenees of experience:- and many faculty emphasize the essential relation-

ship between what they teach and actual job performance. Additionally,

community college counselors spend much of their professional :Hort in

career guidance activiiies, seeking to help individual students move to-

ward career selection and commitment.

Despite all this effort to meet the entrepreneural needs of the

community college student, one of the most critical decision points in

the community college student's developmental sequence has been seriously

ignrJd. Until recently, little resource or effort has been expended in

assisting the community college student at exit from his educational ex-

periences or training program. Generally, community colleges have not

helped the student with the critical question of which job with which

company, and its correlative questions relating to potential career lad-

ders, special benefits, and the advantages of working for one company as

contrasted with another. An effective placement function constitutes the



capstone of the eulrepreneural effort by the student and the training

efforts by the faculty. Row well it is done will determine the economic

and social success of the student, and will, in large measure, govern the

value he places upon his community college experiences as contributing to

his current employment success.

Contributing to increased interest in community college placement is

the national concern on evaluating educational outcomes. Evaluatioq of

educational outcomes requires attention to those portions of the community

college which interface with the community. Placement, with ils potential

for contacting employers and for conducting follow-up studies of former

students, has come to prominence As one of the important points of inter-

face for evaluation of college programs.

In response to this newly aroused recognition of the potential role

of placement programs both for the student and for the college, the Center

for the Development of Community College Education, University of Washing-

ton, has undertaken a seties of inservice training projects to provide

community college personnel with the requisite skills and knowledge nec-

essary to conduct a placement program which Is consonant with the unique

characteristics and needs of the commonitv college. This paper, along

with several others, represents one tangible outcome of that effort. As

one of several papers addressing the placement functions of the community

college, this paper seeks to examine the problems and practical concerns

related to the organization raid operation of an effective placement pro -

grim. Using presentations ,liven In workshops sponsored by the Center, lire

editors seek to provide the reader with basic information in four critical

areas of placement activities. First, a presentation by R. Keith Duffin,
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Director of Personnel Services, Brigham Young University, deals with the

pliloscphy and assumptions which underlie a successful placement operation.

Sccmd, Glenn A, Adans, Director of Counseling, Everett Community College,

detls with the development of as student's resume and its use in the place-

ment process. Additionally, materials developed by 4orkshop participants

are included is samples of ways of handling induction activities, process-

in:.; employer rec,uests, and iircalarizing oppottunitie5 to both faculty and

studonis, Third, Jennings, President, Evans and Associates, Seattle,

provides ,:ortcreto information as to how placement directors can organize

programs of public relations nad advertising of both tne college And place-

ment services. Finally, dames K. Xorishima, Director of Institutional Re-

scarcii, rniversity of Washington, shares suggestions relative to conduct-

1az f11iov up s tudies and evaluations of placement operations. Additionally,

A sample follow-up questionnaire developed by workshop participants details

s.cal answer:: to the questions raised by anv effort to conduct follow-

Tp -t.dies in the nounIty coliego.

The Editors.
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"PRINCIPLES OF CAREER PLACEMENT"

B. Keith Duffin
Director of University

Personnel Services
Brigham Young Universitv
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PRINCIPLES OF CAREER PLACEMENT

My assignment, in this presentation, is to present some "ideal" for

the organization and management of placement services. 1 would like to

emphasize the importance of developing "ideal" concepts toward which we

can strive. Unfortunately, many of us set "low" program goals which can

be easily attained. Their easy attainment prevents significant program

development. it is necessary to have a nice blend of the ideal with the

real. At the sine time that we set high standards of program excellence,

we must deal with actual, mundane, daily problems and real people, so we

must constantly focus upon the practical, in my opinion, in our placement

work.

Do you over sit hack and ask yourself, "What is it that I'm doing in

this plAccment game?" ,t.re you simply helping students find jobs? That's

redt. You know I always thought, "That's better thar, doing nothing, to

help someone find a job, because a lot of people have difficulty even

finding jobs." But simply to help people find jobs could be, in my opinion,

to aim low in our placement responsibilities. E. W. Steele of the 3-M

Company said recently in an article, "Placement as we know it today will

be dead and burled by 1984." Now in one sense, I think that's unfortu

nate, for a different reason, I think, than you might suspect. I think

placement as we know it today, in a lot of schools, ought to be dead

And burfou now, because a lot Gf people are doing placement so poorly.

it actually can be a disservice to a student to help him find a job if

you help him find something of the wrong kind for Tim, and if by starting

in it and being In it for a time he fails to develop his confidence. If

he fails to grow, if he fails to move toward something that has lifetime

meaning for him, then he will have been poorly served. I fear there are
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a lot of people ln placement who are so geared as to be simply helping

people find jobs, and who consequently may be serving them ill, rdther

than well. It Is unfortunate that some placement people don't really try,

t!1 addition to htlpin4 people find jobs, to help then launch careers, to

help them find career pathways, to help them enter beginning situations

in which they can grew and develop with respect to people like this. To

paraphrase Steele, 0.7 oment as we know it today certainly ought to be dead,

it ought to be buried.

The Puget Sound Region has recently entered into a new activity, the

Regional Placement Office, that is aimed at finding job openin4s. It is

important to use this new placement service carefully, so that it merely

bocomos another tool availblo to the student looking for a career launch-

1;14, rather than to use it to nelp students become employed so that you can

provide fine statistics to your administration, and then relax, fooling that

you've done ood job of placement. MY objective in making this statement

is to underlay moving into the mechanics of a placement service with some

of the philosophy which is requisite if you hope to develop excellence in

placement rather than become mere mechanical practitioners. I interviewed

a student the other day for possible employment At the universlt . I said,

"Tell me about your background, some of your employment experiences, some

of the activity you've boon involved with in connection with those,' and

the student said, "Well, I was, back in l463 I was in " He reached

and fumbled and struggled, and really had a terrible time telling me his

own employment background. It was evidence to me of the kind of thing that

happens with a lot of our students as they go out to present themselves in

the employment market. They fumble, they are unprepared, and they impress

people much loss well than they ought to, so they got much less result than



t.icy ouF,ht to, ,-..meoae has failed in his placement ioh with this person,

he shoald have been prepared to unfold this background to me effect-

ively. I don't mean he would have 3 nice little presentation all set up so

he would icel it off in a canned fashion, but he ought to go having his

tacts nil',' in ind, so that he can call them forth as the situation re-

hdire:4. Ono of the jobs, then, that you have in your placement work, is

to help this type of person bekome prepared to help himself. The number

listings that you people have to present to your students is mini-

scdle in number compared to ALI those job openfn,-; out there, and if the

student is prepared to help 1,imself, then he cat, not only follow the list-

inos that You give him, but he ,..an pursue ether ofterings and present him-

advantigo. I mention that be,ause it is simply an indication of

ic it of inadequa, v that c,:ruirs if we're Ilandling our jobs as if we're

emplovent ,h7,1cil'S rather than placement offices. On a het day in Salt

da',.y City, re,.ently, right in the middle of the business district, one of

mv loiter hoses in my car broke, and all of the water and anti-lreeze

spilled out, and ot course I :ouldn't go anywhere with the car, and I

{..ouldn't see, looking under the hood, lust whore the leak was, so I had to

i tow truck to come and tow my car to where we could really work on It

I IlLmped in the tow truck with the fellow who was driving it, and found out

that he wis a college graduate in art, and hadn't been able to find anything

in his field, and so he was driving a tow truck I asked him if he'd been

,,Ludaulically prepared and inclined, and he said he didn't know the least

thing about mechanics, but he did know how to drive a truck. As we rode

toward the place whet the car WAS going to be serviced, he told me about

the placement office ii the school where he had graduated, (and I was

pleased to find out it ours). No one had really convinced him that
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to a great eXLCII: he could get whit he wanted if he would go after it

in certain way:;, So he was prepared to do ono thing, fruqtrated and

ehating, doing s,mething else, but he had to it bread and butter on

the table. 1 supoos:, that the school that he graduated from could actu-

ally chin him as a placement, because when they take their survey, they

would find hill employed, and so probably presented him to their admini-

stration as one of those.' that was successfully employed. But actually,

in 1,is own mind, ho WAS completely unhappy, completely frustratod, and

while a fine statistic for the placement office, there was no good

st at 1st i fror, his viewpoint..

this then is svmptomatie or indicative of the kind of disservice that

n in A job-oriented pt.ac ement prcy.zrm eventwogh the statistics

can .,;ee!,1 to indicate success. To me, the whole aim or thrust of education

subseq ntiv placement service .-0 is to cause something to happen to

people. I .siup,'.se this man driving his truck might hive been to

appreciate many of the cultural and valued things in his time off, having

been educated, that he couldn't have appreciated otherwise. But 1 think

that's not what his education was supposed to have accomplished for him.

We're in a critical, sensitive place as pl.wemcnt people. We must help

people as they complete their education to take their college experiences

out into the work world and have it re 1 AS relevant and useful AS hoped

Ind envisioned by them when they began their schooling. We must not get

involved In the humbers game and help people merely to become employed. We

rvp4t heoeme alert to the distinct possibility that the quality of our ser-

vices can he desperately bad. We should not abdicate our responsibility

and place people AS though they were things. People shoild not be moved



Around like pavns, or like groceries on a shelf. Disraeli said something

which I think is appropriate. He said, "There are three kinds of lies;

big lies, little lies, and statistics." I read the statistics that the

placement offices pump out, and I Always wonder, as I read them, about the

quality of the thing that went on behind those statistics. Some offices

85, 90, 9 5': placement of their people on graduation day. I wonder

how many of their students have gotten into jobs which are going to help

thin crew and move on into satisfactory careers.

As we examine the principles of placement in preparation to establish-

ing our own institutional programs, there are some specific points about

pl,c,ment which are fundamental: 1. The philoitilEhvof_plicement. I

in., you iark down as ,1 fundamental the idea that career develop

.,Loot in't something that happcns at A point in time. I see people look

for work And r see placement officers placing pc(Tle as though, "If you

te-k for A 10:7, nil von gt..t a job, now you've achieved It"--as though the

placement is an erd. Keep in mind that a student's first Jim Is a begin-

ng, it's not An end. Rhea you find that first job, or when the student

fiats that first job, then he's got to now live the rest of his life

starting from that position. Unfortunately I have witnessed many place-

ment officers walking around, with their chests puffed up, talking about

their great placements. We simply can't tell whether one job which we

thought was an end was anything worthwhile until the student is a few

oar4 down the oreTloyment pike. Growth in an initial Joh is often more

important than our placement efforts. I've seen people passed over who

were in ju,:t the right position to have a nice opportunity berause they

hadn't gre..71--they weren't ready for the next level of responsibility.
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I've soon people at remarkably young ages be plucked for something ex-

tremely important because there had been so much challenge in their

initial opportunities, they'd grown so much, and demonstrated enough

ability, that they were ready early to take the next step up the ladder.

Placement happens over A lifetime, and at each new level or plateau one

must be rcadv if WS to have all of the advantage that he or she de-

serves.

2. I think the seconi thing that you ought to make very firm as tart

of your philosophy is that students have to make their own decisions.

We talk about placing people: we not only don't place, we don't have the

right to place people. Again, many placement officers talk like a grocer.

We Sal' we're going to pet the macaroni over here, and we're going to put

the mushrooms here, and the peas over here, and so forth. We must help

people know as much as possible about the job market; we must help they.

become as proficient as possible in presentiaa themselves to employers- -

holp them') see the need and desirability of early growth; we must help

them understand the kinds of knowledge and skills that they ought to be-

come equipped with; but then they and the employers they deal with will

make the placement decisions and they're going to have to make the re-

current decisions along the way, One of the responsibilities we have to

people, after We realize that we cannot make their decisions, is to help

them realize that they must guide their own lives. There's a tendency

for young people to want someone else to make the decisions for them. I

think it's natural that they would want this However, if they don't

become equipped to make a sensible decision for themselves, they will

have great difficulty assessing what a given position has to offer against
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what Cloy want, or where it will l.ad in relation to their career ex-

pectations. Incidentally, one of the things I think You ought to do in

connection with this Is to not always just look at the-beginning jobs,

but take the beginning jobs that you're helping students find nest often,

and see where the students are ten years, fifteen years, and twenty years

out of your training program. This will help you to determine, among all

of the alternative opportunities you're finding students as employment

boginnInAs, which ones have most often led to begger and better things,

or which ones have your graduates essentially doing the same Oings twenty

years later is they were when they started. It will help you to find out

among ail of these alternatives which arc the really good opportunities.

Someone has said that a in will reclain a rag picker as long as he has only

the vision of a rag picker. There is a marked danger in community college

placement in the often expressed nssemytion that there's not as much growth

opportunity in the positions tile two year people can qualify for against

what college graduates might find in life. if we can just got this welder

a job so he can be a welder all his life, or this secretary, so that she

can be a secretary, we've done an adequate job, when the fact is that if

people are really excellent, potentially anyone can make it to the top, and

if we will not let people become convinced that because they have a two-

year terminal education that they can only get so high, if we can get them

to lift and elevate their occupational aspirations, then they won't remain

just rug- pickers. Surprising numbers of secretaries become executives and

professionals of various kinds. So also will people from a surprising number

of the fields we might tend to think arc terminal. One of the things that

should underlie your placement program philosophy is this idea that I've
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heap alluding to, that a part of your role is to help students

Lolzjhcmselve.

There's such a strong feeling in placement to feel that our job is

to get a lot of listings and dangle them before the students, with the

expectaiwy that these constitute the alternatives to becoming employed.

Actually, we should convince our students that, to a degree we might not

expert, they can call their employment shot. To a surprising degree they

can influence what. the::'11 be, what they get. Also, they can become so

skills-equipped that they indeed will attain their goal. These openings

that we file become just a small part of all the things we bring to the

students to help them in this effort they will make to help themselves

have And find successful lives. I see the majority of placement people

getting so involved in the mechanics that they are really becoming the

placers, not letting the students place themselves, Listings are really

rather meaninglessbecause those employers are all out there, they're

all available to our students If we assist them to find where the jobs

are and bow to get to them, and then help the students acquire the skills

necessary to present themselves effec,Ively to the prospective employer,

if there doesn't happen to come a listing from XYZ Company, and yet that's

what a certain student wants, he can go get it. To illustrate, I had an

intetesting experience recently. A student waned to work with IBM so bad

that be could taste ithe wanted to get into that field, and he felt that

this WAS the right company. He'd investigated, looked into it, and he was

worried about it, because although their personnel officers came to the

campus, and over a period of three or four days with five or six inter-

viewers ran a lot of all-day schedules, he knew that not all of toe students
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that wanted co see them would get on the schedules. Secondly, ho was

conscious of all those people that would be on the schedule, and he said

to me, "Gee, they'll see a hundred and somo.hl...,, or two hundred and somt-

thing people; no chances Aro awf011y poor, when i know among those will be

a lot of the best students in the school. My chance!. ire pretty poor that.

I'm going to be seleeted." I agreed. I said, "The campus contact is prob-

ably tn.: most ,.,YrTetitive WA!,' you can see A company, because they will see

so many students in A short period of time, and they'li see all the bright

lights, And that'll make yin look less good titan if they just see you alone.

So don't you, even though they're coming, why don't you cultivate them

alone and Lhead of tira,2' So he :71.1d, an arrangement to go up to Salt Lake

Ana visit with tne in in charge of that office, And prysent to him his

concern And interest And desire, fly prepared himself to present himself

and he elide a geed enough impression that they made jrh an offer of

ordployi- n And YL,2n IBM ear-, down to campus, he Just sal hack and sate hoth

the two hendrod fuss and compete and worry and so forth. Ile was so deter-

rained that deciding to call his shot, he did; he saw them alone, and he

didn't have to see them in that most competitive circumst ce. To a large

degree, this 1Lippens whenever you get a job listing. if a company gets to

the point of listing a lob somewhere, that means that when the opening first

occurred, they didn't thick right off of someone they wanted, or they didn't

hav uiailable in their prosepctive employee file someone identified as a

,;cod etniidate. Mein personnel search requires that the position he listed

somewhere to see if they .-an get some qualified applicants. A very active

listing begets a lot of applicants, whether Its advertised through one of

yoNr college offices or through your regional placement center. When it's
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listed there is going to be an inflow of applicantshence the compe-

tition for the position Is more intense. If a person is out pursuing

companies on Iii own, he may get to a lot of places, and be the only Tin

seeing them todayIn some cases the only man seeing them in this ptirticu-

lir week. He has an opportunity to see them in a less competitive circum-

stance. I don't want to over-emphasize the importance of individual

search, oat if a man is going to call his career shot by doing; the special

taing, and doing it especially well, and at a special lire, he gets himself

in contact with employers in a less competitive circumstance. Now I'm not

suggesting tic shouldn't pursue listings when he sees them or have iw,erviews

in the placement office -- these will supplement the efforts he males on his

WWII. alit if you're redly helping students help themselves, you're going,

to help each student become prepared to take rifle aim at what he wants,

and then pe out. And spend his energy working with those places that are

moat likely to provide what he wants. It's always been strange to me to

gee A student undertake schooling wanting a specific career experience, and

that spend a lot of tire interviewing a group of employers simply necause

they happen to come to the office, or happen to send in listings, when all

the time he could individually cultivate contacts dealing with hts special

interests. It takes a coincidence, a nice coincidence, for a person to con-

tact a company of special interest to them and he rebuffed with the answer,

"No, we have nothing." These students return, and I've had them say to MO,

"1 wanted to with XYZ Company, bat 1 contacted them, and they don't have

anything," so they kind of cross that prosepet off the list, and pursue other

places, Continually I've emphasized, "If a position with XI? Is what you

really want, why don't you call back, cultivate the contact, and lot them



know tnat this is what you want? Continue to watch over a period of

time, bec,.use it doesn't take ne,rly so much coincidence to have the

occurrence of an opening Over a period of time," We had, AS a good ex-

ample of this a group Interview one day with the California Packing Cor-

poration (which is now called the Del Monte Corporation). There was one

man, an accountant, who for a particular reason especially wanted that

company. He had an interview with themthey didn't -sake him an offer- -

he was very discouraged and disappointed, because he wanted the program

they had, but had started to look for other things because they didn't

make him an offer. He came in one day and had an offer, and It wasn't what

he really wanted, but he said, "It's the only thing I've gotten, so should

I take it?" I slid, "Well, what is It you really want?" and he told me of

this program that California Packing had, and I said, "For heaven's sakes

don't take this until you go back and let them know how much you want that

program, and see if there's a chance ovet a period of time that something

would develop that would let you in." I think it was less than a week

Later he came back, and he said, "I'm going to work for California Packing."

They were so interested in him when they found out how Interested he was in

them that whatever prior evaluation Oey had made, it was elevated, and

wherever their cut-off point was, it pulled him past: Now these are the

kinds of things that operate when we say students can call their shots, and

when we talk about you helping students help themselves. You can engage

mechautcally in getting a lot of jobs, and seeing people become employed in

things they don't want, or you can help prepare them to take rifle-aim at

and get the things that will lead toward the careers, or at least most likely

lead toward the careers that individuals want. The difference in your
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accomplishment and in what happens in people's lives will be so markedly

better that yon'll be much more satisfied. Secondly, I think you'll find

A surprising amount of employment spinoff resulting as you place people

with companies who r:ally want that company. They'll perform better be-

cause they're motivated, and this will help your school achieve a good

reputation with those employers. They will think favorably of your pro-

gram because tney'll say, "We always have such good results from the people

who come from this school." A lot of it will be the factor of motivation

of the student, but it makes the employer seek your door again because the

result has been so good. And so the thing builds on itself, and amplifies

and increases your ability to help.

I .,pink that another thing that must underlie quality placement is

to he reall service-oriented, people-oriented. I've alluded to this to

a degree, but we become so inclined to become mechanical, we get busy, we

have insufficient budget, too little space and too little staff, and so

we handle the traffi, , and then we miss out on being able to do the qual-

ity thing that is really the only worthwhile placement. Someone has said

that if we're not careful we're too busy learning the tricks of the trade

to learn the trade. l see a lot of placement people involved, super-in-

volved with gimmicks. "%iv mentioned this beforeworking on making this

or that filmwhich sometimes is an excellent film, but they get so con-

sumed with it, they use half a year of limited time that they have prepar-

ing a film which only hits nicely a few people, and still doesn't get at

helping persons with their individual, separate, problems. Some placement

officers always tali: at the general level about what people are like, but

no one individual fits the generalisation. We need to focus upon helping
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people with their individual, special differences. I think if you're

really service-oriented and individual-oriented you'll devise ways to

save time so that you can work with people's individual differences. We

had to come to that at MU, because we grew from a school with 4000

students, day-time students, to one with 25,000 in a fairly short time,

nil while the school was growing like this, the placement staff was grew-

in, lust it A very moderate rate of incline. So where we initially inter-

viewed students itaiividuaLly, we had to come to interview students in

groups. this worked well for us, By grouping people according to

pro4ftr.i and interests we could impart some of the kinds of things that

in tell pc.)ple in groups. We saved enough tire, that we could after-

71,tse ,nrselve:; dv5llable to any individual on a one-to-one basis as

hid need to work with his individual And separate problems. if we had

pt on givitv All of this information on a one-to-one basis, .and repeat-

ing chit part which could be given in a group situation, then we would lidve

inrinli;e1 in using our time in a way that would hase been wasteful, and that

would have disallowed us the chance for the later one-to-one confrontation

with the individual and his special problems. I mention that because there

ore a lot of ways that you can find if you look laird enough to save the time

that yu'll heed to 11AVL in order to work with students one-to-one. We even

hod, in our early days, a certain form that we typed up for the students;

it's surprising what a discovery we thought we'd made when we realized the

students could type that up for themselvesIt saved us a lot of time. You

may have some things you're doing Like that that are so obvious to ethers,

hot because you've been doing it so long, It doesn't occur to you that if

you ; n find the things of that kind, and do them differently, you may have
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a lot more time than you think.

The are lust a few points which I would hope you would have at the

base of your placement program which, with other kinds of things--the

mechanics and so forth--make your placement service excellent. Now let mc

just get into a list of some purposes or objectives in placement: Number 1:

Assist Students to Determine Career Objective or Direction. One of the real

serious problems students have if they're going to he well placed is they

often don't know what they want. If a student doesn't know what he wants,

then how does he know how to start looking? That kind of person is probably

Just going to have to become employed, and if he's lucky, to become employed

in something he likes. lie may end up really with an enjoyable, successful

career, but the percentage that would have that kind of good fortune would

likely be pretty small. If a student really ought to be in accounting or

would like what accounting produces, but doesn't know it, or if he is an

accountant, and would prefer auditing, or would really dislike that and like

something else better, he should have some way of finding out what these

people are doing not only at the beginning, but also after ten, fifteen,

twenty or so forth years in this position, to determine if that is something

that would be appealing to him. A lot of students, for instance in account-

ing, try auditing, and find that they really don't like it. A lot of ac-

counting firms have said to me, "That won't hurt students. They could all

start in auditing, and if they find they don't like it, then well place

them with our customers, and they'll be better off anyway." It's been my

observation that a lot of them get in there and find they don't like it,

and because they don't like it they're not motivated, because they're not

motivated they don't do well, and therefore the things that their employers
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can say about them are not good. In trying to place them with other

employers, they have to say, "Well, this person was only average, or

this isn't one of our bright lights." lice students' ability to move

into what they want, and do it successfully, Is often Impaired and what

is even more serious, sometimes their own confidence has been crushed

because of inappropriate initial placement. BY moving into something

they didn't want, they didn't succeed Initially, and sometimes there's

been A real injury to their career. As placement officers we need to

become equipped with information that can help students determine what

they would like as a career objective. As 1 say, they need more thin

he.ginning informationthey need to see how careers develop, and what

they look like down Ike road, Then, if a person looking at all of this

has AL least pretty good reason to suspect he would like a certain thing

when he's forty or fifty, he can try to determine what kinds of things

are most likely to lead to that, and he knows right where to go, looking

for his career entry. Rather than merely becoming employed, this person

is likely to develop a successful career.

Another thing that we need to do is that We To help Them Achieve

Their Optimum Career or Their Career Objectives. We can't do this unless

we get them Into the office. This means we need to inform students of our

services, and we need to offer employer contacts, which suggests we need

to be active at the business of reaching out to employers. We need to help

students prepare themselves to present themselves well. We need to analyze

and watch market trends. What has happened recently in teacher placement,

which caught most placement officers by surprise, can in retrospect he

clearly identified with techniques of market research. The indications were
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clear as to what was going to happea. Yet many very sophisticated

people didn't see that coming, and were caught unpreparoo. We need to

be spending some of our tine looking at trends so wo don't. counsel 2000

students to go into education or some other field when the opportunity

is going to be very limited about the time they're ready to graduate.

We aced to make An effort to have available those facilities and that

staff that are needed to do justice to the needs of our students.

The foregoing implies the next principle: We Need To Achieve A

Partnership With Administration and Faculty... Part of your responsibility

is to deliberately develop a good relationship with your faculty and with

your administration. if you don't have adequate facilities, if you don't

have an adequate budget, that may be partly a matter of the time and funds

available, but if you don't have that rightful proportionate share of the

budget available to your institution, that may be because of deficiency

on your part in how you have presented your situation or your needs, or

the importance of your position to the administration. If what you have

in proportion to what is available to your institution is insufficient,

there may be a deficiency in your efforts to cultivate your administration.

If it is, one of the first things you need to do when you get back home is

to begin a deliberate effort to cultivate and impress your administration

with the importance of the placement situation and to win a larger share

of the available budget dollars, to win a little more opportunity to have

space and staff that will enable you to effectively help students. You

have a responsibility to deliberately organize the placement office, its

policies and procedures, so that you can carry out an excellent program.

I have visited, over the years, literally dozens of placement offices, and
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I've seen a marked difference in how they're organized. Some of then

ire just operating, to use the vernacular, by the seat of their pants.

They'v2 got a few obvious procedureS, but they have not determined their

fundamental philosophy or given any order of priority to procedures and

processes. Sore are not really reaching out and bringing in the students,

or when they bring them in they don't have an adequate program to work on

with them. Some are not trying to develop their relationships with the

faculty or the administration. Some have no program to reach out to em-

ployers, or to follow-up to see how students are raking out after they

find empleyent. The sufficiency of the placement libraries is generally--

maybe I should say the insufficiencyis generally very apparent. You

have in obligation to have An organized and adequate arrangement of pro-

ocdures, and so forth, 5o that you can really help these students. I

think you have an obligation to the college to help it evaluate itself

by receipt of information from alumni and employers. You may have a

lot of students engaged in programs that aro not likely to load to jobs,

or that will lead to anything meaningful, but who have no way of knowing

that, because they may have been recruited to a program by some persua-

sive faculty member. Sometimes faculty members have so much involved in

maintaining their particular field that they will recruit students and

imbue them with feelings of great things to come, when In reality the

promises are not that good. You have an obligation to the university in

relation to that. You need to help the administration evaluate what is

available, and what is good to offer, and what is not so good to offer,

so that they can keep the curriculum up-to-date. You need to maintain a

deliberate program of practical research devoted to the business of
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witching the trends, And learning about positions and whore they lead,

and this kind of thing. This is something that there's a tendency for

us As placement people to overlook.

The statements represent a bit of philosophy, and what I think

Are some of the fundamental objectives that you should have in facing

placement. In the remaining few minutes I'd like to fill in these funda-

mentals by talking a little bit about some of your procedures in the

organization of your work. I have talked about relationships. You have

several publics that you must deliberately promote: the administration,

the faculty, and tho students are certainly fundamental, and employers.

These four arc absolutely essential if you're going to succeed. If you

don't get the student, you're beat at the beginningyou're not going to

help students if they don't come in. They'll come in if they feel you

really are able to give them some useful, meaningful, fundamental help.

If you're going to give them a little Mickey Mouse help, you nay have

difficulty getting them in, but assuming that you are geared up to give

them meaningful help, then you should set up procedures ant. means to

advertise to the students the availability of your service. Let them

know that you're there, and make sure they get in in time for you to give

them meaningful help, before they are out on the job market, and needing

to go to work. There arc a lot of ways that you can do this. In this

initial presentation I'm not going to get into the nuts and bolts, except

to suggest that you ought to use a multi-modia approach in doing this.

There's a tendency, if we're not careful, to put our eggs in one basket:

put a notice in the school paper, and that's it, or someone else puts it

on the bulletin board, and that's it. Actually, if you're giving talks to
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classes, announcements by the professors and department heads, and

using the bulletin hoard, and using the schcol paper, and sending out

letters, and doing it through a variety of means, then the student that

doesn't pick it up in this way will pick it up in that. By using a

variety of ways you then will maximize the chance that everyone is going

to see the announcement that this service is available, and increase the

chance that they'll get in.

The same thing really is true in your relationships with your admin-

istration. In developing these relationships, you ought to be as sensi-

tive to the administration as you are to each student as you try to place

,aim. The things that you do ought to be geared to win the interest and

support of those who are in authority at the time. The things that will

win response from one president may not click with the next president.

Or the things that helped you with this vice-president may not help with

that vice-president. You should be sensitive to those whom you work with

in administration, and do those things that will help them in their posi-

tions, and help them see the importance of your situation, and do it in

the way that will really evoke their response and concern. Your efforts

should involve a multi-approach, and with exceeding sensitiveness toward

what will succeed with the particular people that you must. impress.

Similarly, your contacts with business should relate to whom you have

to place. it's one thing to get a big flow of jobs, but if you get that

from too many of the employers who are not the ones that your people

really need to find their opportunities with, you may delude yourself into

thinking you are successful, when for the individual students, as you work

with them, you really have little to offer. If you've got a lot of women,
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you want certain kinds of opportunities, jobs in which they've got a

chance of getting good beginnings and future growth. If you hive a

large minority group, the SAM.: thing applies. If yon hive a lot of

people in business fields, or In technical fields, you should under-

take extensive development of relationships with employers that offer

the things your students need. Set up to do an ongoing cultivation

with theae people. Also, I think you ought to he extremelY responsive

to what they ask of you. For example, when I conic home from WW It,

people tryiug to get cars were having a terrible time, and the used car

dealers were Able to sell any old kind of clunker. Many took advantage

of people. rho. abused people At a time when they had high demand and

lots of customers and could hove built up a real clientele. 1 remember

commenting at the time how unfortunate that they would misuse this great

opportunity to Impress a tot of people with their integrity and the serv-

ice that they could or would give by selling them clunkers for a high

price. You can win a certain response or contact from companies once,

but if what they get when they come is poor, they may not come back. So,

to have them on an ongoing basis, you need to respond quite correctly to

what they ask of you. If you do, they'll seek your door, They'll know

that when they need something, and they contact your office, that's what

they're going to get, You'll be the first one they think of, or among

the first, each time they have an opening. If you can establish that

kind of reputation, then you're going to build up a relationship that will

be lasting, and that will pay off again and again. Placement at your in-

stitution will he a building, expanding thing. I had a personal opportu-

nity to watch this work, because when I went to BYU, we had, during my
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initial year, seventeen employer visits to the campus, We built from

seventeen, even though we're located in a remote place ,:liere there aren't

many local industries, to where we were having 1400 employer visits during

the recruiting year. The number of listings coming through grew from a

scant few hundred to many many thousands.

Something I've mentioned to some of you before, which I think is ex-

tremely important, is not only do you respond accurately to what they ask,

but since placement is competitive, and your interest is in placing your

student, why don't you get there first? A good listing is like choice

meatwhen it gets a little bit old, it's pretty bad. So, don't got your

listings and go through some extended process that eventually gets them

out to the student. By the time you get them out, and your students get

td the employers they find that the job was filled last week. When you

get something really good, get it out the same day it comes in: get your

students out there ahead of the crowd rather than after the crowd, To

the extent you do this with everything you touch, your students will be

ahead of the crowd, which, coupled with the quality of their prepakation,

they're going to get a disproportionate number of the good opportunities,

If you're geared up to do things in efficient and speedy ways, then you

begin to achieve quality In placement.

In connection with the procedures, I'd just like to briefly say two

or three other things, because the time for closing is upon us. See to

the develonmcnt of these relatIon'ship3. See that you develop them so they

will last and endure. This accomplished, you can call on faculty members

and they will help you: you can count on administration support; you can

count on employers contacting you again and again; and this will underlie
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all of the work that you're trying to do. When your students come cold

to an employer, when there isn't a listing, they'll accept him with more

responsiveness because they've had a hick., relationship with you and pre-

vious students. In the section on objectives, I talked of the need to

have available to students certain kinds of information, I think you

should lock to the development of your placement library, to have it

organized, again, so that you don't just get the half A dozen most ob-

vious hooks and a few very general brochures, but rather that kind of

materi 1 taat will enable a student to get that which he needs to be in-

dividually successful, One student may need a certain array of Informa-

tion that is quite different than another, AO you need to get the kinds

of books, catalogues, directories, and assisting information that will

enable each student to find what he wants, including information on how

to develop a resume, how to write a good letter of application, how to

present one's self in the interview, how to find XI? Company, how to

identify companies by type or by geography, what kinds of things later

on this kind of beginning most often leads to, and on and on. Your effort

in building your library is not to put together the appearance of having

a repository of Information, but to really get that kind of material that

will help students individualize their effort, Then, getting it, you

should put it on display In such a way that the students can find it easily

and use it easily, and know that it's there. This is urgent. I've seen

offices that have had the finest collection of up-to-date information, but

they don't do very such to make it easy to get at and use. To the extent

that you set up your job information library so that students can easily

find it and easily use it, you'll multiply the extent to which they use it.
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Ihere'llb c a lot o, cactivity going on where students are finding what

need ire going out and helping themselves find a good beginning

1±b which you might not have listed directly at this Lime. ActiVit In

which a student has been involved with another student with whom you may

have had an Initial interview, and the self-directed student comes in and

begins to build a job campaign, goes out and contacts some companies, and

gets a job: A lot of it might have occurred because of how well you or-

?,Anized and had available materials that he needed. A good placement

library will magnify and m-Itiply your placement effort. I think most of

our offices are very deficient In tine amount and quality and up-to-dateness

of Job-related matvrials.

L linger on the quarters and paraphernalia that you have, ex-

cept to say that the employers coming to the campus are entitled to

lntervaewing rooms that are adequate, so that the situation in which the'

employer and the candidate talk to each other is optimum. Beyond this,

each little thing you do lifts the impression the employer is getting,

so that the total impact at the end is high enough to result in success.

If you prepare well for each of the employer visits, so the employer

comes and finds his schedule ready, nicely prepared, that you've got a

place get up for him, and the students come on time, and so forth so that

all through the day he has a good attitude toward what is happening, it

might oiocv him to get a little better reading on how your students look.

In fact, if you do it well enough, you can almost cast a halo effect. I'm

not suggesting that we try to fool employers, but t am suggesting you can

do things in such a way as to improve the competitive position in which

your students make their contact with employers.
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The information that you get from students as they initially register

with your office ought to be such that it will enable you afterward to

find them when you need them, to provide the information that employers

need and ought to hive when they ask you about the candidate, and that will

enable you to know, if you get a good listing, hew to find the people inter-

ested in that kind of opportunity. If w,,,'te not careful we may get a good

listing, and we ,aay act on it today, but we may find the wrong people in

competition with those from other schools who sent the right kind of people.

Again, be sure your procedures are set up so that von can do these

things smoothly and readily. Don't worry too much in your facilities about

the sheer bigness of your quarters, but instead about the extent to which

you have whit is needed to do the right kind of job, and the availability

of equipment you need to expedite your work and give you the time that

you need to help the students. For example, if you don't have A copy ma-

einc ond you're sending, out a lot of credentials, then you ought to see

that you get one rather than sit and laboriously typo them as I see many

offices do, thereby tyi'.g up clerical help. I'm just suggesting very

luickly, as I conclude, that in the areas of procedures, facilities, and

so forth, you ought to make a listing of what is needed, and then sec AS

Well as you can that those things are attended to.

Let me end by talking a little bit about what is to come--I won't try

to be n prophet -- better men than I have made prophecies that missed by a

and I'm sure that if I try to make any bind of definite prophecies

I will too. 1 will talk about the future only in the sense of what the

indicators seem to be poi-tint; to, and not in the sense of trying Lu say

these things will certainly cone to pass. However, it seems clear that
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oui placement procedures will become increasingly mechanized as we move

to a day of closed cii,uit TV, video tapes, video telephones, and so

forth. There are a lot of opportunities now available that we haven't

had in the past, such as computers to identify people. All of these

tools are moving us toward a day when there will be a great amount of

mechanization of the placement process, I believe that it's going to be

a trend for most pl.cemcnt people to utilize these tools and to get bogged

down in the numbers and mechanics game. There is a real danger that people

are going to too often he dealt with as things rather than as individuals.

We can mechanize to the point that we have a lot of ways of presenting our

people on paper in an impersonal manner. We need to deliberately become

more individualized in our contacting and working with students, or they

will simply get th19 mechanized kind of placement, and then, if we're

Lucky, some of them may just by the law of averages happen to have a suc-

cessful career, buL unFortunaLely, many will have lives of frustration and

disappointment. We're entering a day when there will be rapid human obso-

lescencewe've already seen that. This is a factor that wz need to recog-

nize In placement. If people get aimed strongly at a career and succeed

in it nicily for a few years, and it's a field which becomes obsolete, just

down the road a little way, then we've served them poorly if they didn't

see that in advance or if while they were in it they weren't preparing for

a time when they might need to do something else.

Our job as placement officers is to be people-oriented--to facilitate

people in developing and utilizing their unique potentialities in such

fashion as will help them to contribute actively to the support of our

society and will help them to gain increasing personal satisfaction with

their lives. It's not an easy job, but an essential one.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF AN EFFECTIVE RESUME

An effective career placement office in a community college is a worthy

goal, but a number of things are implied in that kind of a goal. First we

must have jobs in which to place the graduates, then have sufficient numbers

of qualified students coming to the office for help, or for assistance, An-

other requirement is that they have some idea of what they want, where they're

going, or who they are. licit students don't know who they are, whore they're

going, what their competencies are, or much about the typo of employers who

...ould possibly utilize their powers. That's where a placement ofticer can

be of enormous value. As placement people, I think it's easy to think of our

I n r.oa in Isolation, as though the placement were the end of all good things

in the community college. In fact, the placement process is one part of a de-

velopmental process In the student that must begin long before. he ever enters

school of any kind, and that will continue as long as he lives. We step in

as placement people at a pretty critical point in his lifetime, but there

dive been many such points before and will be many more to come, so we serve

as a kind of temporary help nt this critical point.

Row many of us have had taidents come into the office :and say--"kore I

am, here's my degree, now what can I do?" or, "lethere can I go?" If you begin

to ask questions at that point, such is "Where do you want to go? Pow far

do you want to go? Who are you What are you looking for?" you begin to run

into dead ends or no responses on questions, because students uniertunately

have been taught in the school system from the very beginning to give only

answers and never to ask questions, particularly about themselves. I'd like

to suggest that a resume may be helpful in getting into an employer's office

for an interview, but I think that the actual process of developing a resume
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is more important, whether the student ever uses it or not, for one basic

kind of reason. l'ho resume con be used Ati A t001 to got students turned

around 180 degrees from the kinds of socially oriented quests that they

have been experiencing in our culture, to one that is entirely personally

osset-oriented. In the process of develop.ng .1 good resume 1 student is

asked for nothing negative--we don't wont to know how dumb you arc, We wont

to know how bright you are. We don't want to know what you ean't, do, we

want to know what you con do, in all the personally related dimensions that

seem important.

Appropos of this, it seems to me that we live ill A mistake- oriented

society. ily that i mean that other people ore only to willing to paint

Out our mistakes or limitations to us, and not frequently enough are they

willin4 or ohle to extend a cooniinrit about our successes. Let no give

some examples of this phenomenon to partially explain why we wind up with

the kinds of students that we hove. how many of you, is a class of English

composition in college, or high school, or grade school, turned in a tern

paper and got it back with all of your good, strong points reinforced -- that's

all--none of the red marks? What we usually tend to get is a piper coming

bock marked up with all the errors pointed out--commas missed here, misspell-

ing, miscopitali.,ltion--all the errors. All the way through s,..00l we have

our errors pointed out one after another after another after another. In

family life, how often do we tell our children when they are doing wall- -

widen they're within the bounds that we set for then, how often do we say,

"That's a va,od lob. You know, you're really on, you're making us proud,

keep it up?" T,:pically what happens, Is that is long as the child is within

the bounds that ore set for so-called 'proper behavior,' nothing is said,
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but when the child steps out of lice, he gets whacked in one 1.4.1y or another,

physically or psychologically, and brought hack into lino. Sc A child learns

very quickly that peopl., aro willing to point out mistakes; mistakes frequently

are ..ionnunIcated as hcilig semo form of inadequacy, and in many instances bad.

The process begins early, and the school system reinforces it. Most children,

whoa it conies ti:ne to begin school at five years of ago, aro Just excited

energy system,--they're lined up psychologically six months ahead of time

trying to get into the school. they're identifying with their older brothers

and sister,, and arc a torrent of curiosity and question-answer seeking.

George Leonard has written among other things, a booklet called "1',ducation

in y.o'," Ill that hook he indicates that we have tired teachers. Across

,he land, our teachers are tiredthey're overworked and underpaid--all of

ri iJi0:.ifV with that. Nut those teachers have right Co hr tirvd 1,,,,-

,:.ruse of the en..,rmous amount of enorgy that they must have to put out to

dam up to a mere trickle within two or three that torrent ot curiosity

that has come into Ch...1 school. Within that Lime veu can identify with a

high degree of accuraev which students hive been turned off, and which ones

will not complete high school. In third or fourth pride you can pick out

of the failures; the syinptoms Are theretruancy, apathy, hostility--

thi,i spontaneity i.i crushed out all the way through elementary school,

sccoii.l ary school, and COItC,.. Now when a student gets to the community

college he rails can point oul a lot of areas whore he's inadequate, but

if vou ask to name his strengths, he's generally at a 1055. It's not

jut to ushers and parents who eemmtniicate chcse feelings of inadequacy, but

alo the whole advertising structure of our world. They are geared to making

you fool inadequate unless you purchase whatever product is being sold. if

voq boi?, n to analyze television corimerci,Ils particularly (and how many of
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those hit us every day--two or three hundred if you include billboards,

television, newspapers, and radio?), each one in it!. OW11 way implies that

you can be hotter or that you're inadequate right now, unless you use

Arrid, or Colgate, or Femlnique, or whatever, It's just incredible how

these pressures tell us over and over and over again--you stink, you're

incompetent, you're inadequate, you're not very bright--on and on and on.

the question should not he why there are' so InAVI.V failures, but ho,., tht:TC,

are any successes at all with the kinds of pressures that most of us have

Lived with, in the kind of world we've created around us.

When A student comes into the community college he doesn't know very

much about himself or the world of work, or about how he can fit into It

In au/ kind of eonstruetive way. lie frequently doesn't know what his basic.

nceds are AS' a human being, or he doesn't know what kinds of satisfactions

he wants en a job. If you as a placement officer say at the termination

point of his education, "What do you want in a job':' 1 may give responses

like, "I'd like good pay and a chance for advancement," or other kinds of

high level_ abstract concepts that mean nothing, Nnat's good pay, and what's

a chance for advancement? How far do you want to advance? When do you level

off? Most people are imbued with the idea that advancing is good--but where

do you stop? Because Li you get on the advancement spiral, there's only one

thing at the end of that, and that's failure--the higher you go, and the

more competitive the next step is, then the next step after that will be

increasingly competitive. You can go to the very top in whatever profession

or endeavor you're in, and if you take the next step, eventually failure

xwaits youthat's :1 natural consequence. One of the most important things

that all of us have to learn is :hat when we stop or level off on a career
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and say, "That's it," then we must start developing horizontally In other

kinds of activities and use the Job for whatever it can provide in terms

of personal satisfaction only. We need to know when to stop this incredible

advancement syndrome that will eventually end in frustration, disillusion-

ment, and failure. Some of the most successful people in our country today

perceive of themselves as failures. Another answer that students typically

give to the query "What do you want in a job?" is "I'd like to be successful."

Well, that's fantastic. You know, everybody would like to be successful,

but what does that mean? What is success? Is it making $50,000 a year, or

$10,000 or $5,000? Is it having a wife who respects you, and whom you re-

spectwhom you can communicate with? Is it raising healthy children or a

garden, or whatever? Success is a very private concept that most people

never consider. They accept this high level abstraction as something to go

for, and they don't even know what it is.

It's very difficult to evaluate ourselveswe can evaluate other

people much more easily. I can evaluate a student a lot more easily than

I can evaluate me, and the same is true of all of us. To a greater or

lesser extent, when you ask a student the questions: "What can you do?

What have you got to soil? Why should anybody hire you? How are you differ-

cut than ten million other 18 to 25 year olds, or any other students who

are looking for employment?" unless the person has done some thinking about

who he is, he's liable to come up blank, yet those are reasonable questions

to ask. The resume preparation, the process of identifying assets, becomes

a major part of career planning. The basic thrust in career planning is:

"The Creation of an Effective Resume, And All That That Implies"--which

means a rather intensive self-analysis, a good deal of group discussion, and
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individual counseling, We shouldn't conceive of career planning as a

traditional class structure, or as an information-giving situation, but

rather as on of selt-exploration, We were admonished by the oracle of

Delphi A long time ago tot "Know thyself." If you know who you aro as a

human being, And what your needs are, what your potential is, then choos-

ing a career flows much more naturally than it otherwise possibly could.

Most of us go through career choice processes backw,irds. We choose

.1 career first, and then try to mold our personalities to fit the require-

ments of the job. "I'd like to major in psychology," a student says.

"Why?" "Well, it's a nice job, you mace a lot of money, high prestige."

"How many yors do you want to spend The depths of non information

that our students have is incredible. The result is that in most of our

community colleges, nationwide, the bulk ci students never reach the place-

ment office, because they never graduate. I think a site generalization is

that 75 per cent of your incoming students will not complete A program of

Any kind, and most will leave the college without ever having seen a coun-

selor. In 0 counseling- oriented institution, a student-oriented comi.unit/

colle-o must of them will leave (if we can believe the studies that have

been conducted recently), with some pretty disillusioning feelings about

themselvos, about higher education, about mmunity colleges, and that is

not good. I don't say that everyone that comes in the door should graduate- -

but I doubt that a 15 per cent (or more) attrition is an appropriate kind of

thing. Perhaps higher education as we know it in the community college is

not appropriate for most students who come there, but we Admit them with the

promise that it is Appropriate. Unless we can work with them and construc-

tively help them resolve their feelings of failure, frustration, and
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disillusionment with society and education, then we have failed in our task;

because we held out the promise (read your college cataloguesour state-

ments of institutional philosophy are just beautiful), that all students

have the right to individual counseling, to career and academic programs,

and to community service programs that will deveIo1 them to their maximum

potential. That implies much that we're not doing, never have, and perhaps

never will, but it ,,cems to me a laudable ideal, a worthwhile goal.

Placement as a function is an extraordinarily important one, because

what happens to our graduates after they leave our portals determines the

contribution our school makes to society, If most of our graduates wind

up in psychiatric wards, students will stop coming, unless their goal is

to go into A psychiatric ward. If they wind up unemployed, or not complet-

ing 7)rogrm, then they'll stop coming. If they are successful, do they

feel contributed to their success? How many of us have developed any

kind of systematic program far discussing, within the college, or within

our service community, what's happening (both good and bad) to our students?

Would it he a reasonable suggestion to think about things like testimoniAls

from successful students, students wt.o have gone through a program and who

have become whit they call successful on A job, students who have achieved

their goals? We would like to hoar from students who have been helped by

the college and who have been upgraded In some way that they think is im-

portant. Wo could publicize those stories in an interesting, human-interest

curt of way in newspapers and flyers. I've been at my institution for ten

years, and this year I saw the first story about a successful graduate. To

get tic kinds of stories in the paper requires 3 great deal of footwork,

groundwork, cor,munie-tions, and cooperation with a lot of people. But if
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prospective students see that a guy went through a mechanical engineering

program And is now successfully employed, making a decent living, and happy

with his work, they are much more likely to come into that school than if

they know nothing about it. They're Much more likely to seek cut the kinds

of positive services that we're trying to provide.

What I'm suggesting is that the career placement function is one of

the most critical ,ommunity college guidance functions. lhe kind of feed-

back that you can provide, that you can put hack into the system, back into

the cep unity and back into the curriculum planners about what's happening

to our students, can have enormous ramifications for the success of your

college. If you're going to have successful placements, then you need stu-

dents who have some idea of who you are, what you do--who they are, and how

they can use the college resources to get where they are going. The career-

planning process (which really should occur much before they get to your

office), is one of the main tools we can use in this developmental process.

The resume preparation is the major thrust, the vehicle through which we

can do this kind of self-analysis. Most articles th't you read about resume

preparation, whether they're for professional or for non-professional people,

will tell you what A resume should look like, what it should include. They

will suggest different kinds of formats that th, information may be placed

in. All that is beautiful stuff, but very seldom do you find something that

will tell you or the student how to get at that information. Where does

that information come from that you put in a resume? How do you decide what's

important? How do you know what to elect from? That's been a major problem

which very few people have beat trying to do anything about. Our task as

placement officers is to ensure that this self-examination process is an
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Integral part of tho developmental process available to all students fn

our institution.
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I'RVEY RESEARCH IN PLACEMENT FOLLOW-UP

urv..v ro,eirch is an art--it is not a science. Consequently, al-

though l can give you some hints about how to construct questions for

que,,tionna res, nonetheless you should rely CA some expert opinion on

your final form. ['here ACC two kinds of e..pert opinions: first, those

people who have bad in the past a great deal of experience in :survey re-

search, and second, the respondents.

Survey research generally involves two instruments, namely the

questionnaire and the intervic).... Each has advantages and disadvantages.

For ooe thing the questionnaie is less expensive. The Interview will

generally cost you somewhere on the order of $5 to $20 per respondent

primArily because you have to pay for the interviewer, while question-

ntires now run about $1.25 per head of rescondent. A second consider-

ation is that in An interview you will generally be restricted to tL.YPr

respondents than you will f)r a questionnaire. it is fairly ccidy to

print out 10,000 pestionnaires, dump them in the mail, and send :hem off.

However, if it takes an hour per interview, you figure that a good inter-

viewer can get throogh maybe five interviews per day, and if you are going

to do 10,000 incervicw it will take you 10,000 divided by 5, or 2000

man-days. A third ;.,inc of compirison is that the questionnaire is more

effic it if vo.i inc sii,rt, direct questions which don't require too

much tcanht A the respondent. When you're asking things that

require gr, A longer response on the part of the respondent,

then you're

you cannot

better )ft ,v4ing the interview. This does not mean to say that

get long es on a written questionnaire, but while a person
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will talk to you for an hour, he won't spend an hour on a written

questionnaire. In short, written questionnaires have to be fairly

ooucise.

Ono big advantage we claim for the interview is that the face to

face contact makes it more validity. De you agree with that?

Generally speaking you .et comparable responses to comparable questions,

althou4h you also 40t more in depth responses with the interview. As a

side note, research has indicated that If you're going to interview

blacks, you should have a Black interviewer, if you're going to interview

Chicanos, you she Id have a Chicano interviewer, and so forth. Likewise,

if an Asi,111 sends out questionnaires to an Asian, you tend to got a higher

resiul, rate than you would if a Caucasian sent comparable instruments

to Asians.

quostio.,:

In A survey where you use both questionnaires and interviews, is there

difierenc,: between the responses you'll get that would make

the ,uryey less valid?

It would I on Cho nature of the questions. if you're asking questions

that requir. 1 great r I of thought, such as, "Whit do you think is the

basis for the Amkri. a .:cv in Southeast Asia?' you'll get radically

dillcrrnt resr,onscs ;rem a questionnaire than you would At an interview.

the reason is that in the latter C:1`;e the interviewer can explore tangents.

Hilt can't happen with a questionnaire. however, there are also similarities

betwuen qu. tionuiire .and interview schedules. For one thing, both instru-

ments often Ask for what we call biographical or demographic data. These
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are cecrou indicators helping to place the respondent in certain cate-

gories such as male, female, 19-20, 20-21, 22 and older, etc. Beware of

thes,: demographic items: put them at the back of your instrument rather

than at the front, particularly If you feel that they might have an in-

fluence on some of the succ2eding questions. Case in point: a survey

was conducted at the University of Michigan in two forms, (a) demographic

items first, and (b) demogriphic items last. One of the demographic items

Was religions preference, and they found there WAS a drastic difference

in terms of A few content items en the two forms. Ono of the items, for

example, asked about feelings about birth control. On Norm B (demographic

items last), Catholics were only a little more conservative on this partic-

ular L.;StIt2 than Protestants and Atheists. However, on Form A (demographic

items first), Catholics pretty meoh toed the Church's line, having had the

st.ge set for them right at the beginning. in short, they responded on

many of the Items as Catholics rather than as individuals.

Another demographic item to be careful with is that of "sex." You

should phrase it this way: sex: male female_ othe , Ono student

1 remember did it this way: st,x and the result was that some people

said, "Yes," some people said "None of your damned business," and one

person responded, "No, unfortunately I'm still a virgin."

Another important thing to keep in mind when you are sending question-

naires out to a diverse group is that you make sure you define your terms.

The Conned on Higher Education recently sent out a questionnaire to all

institutions within the state asking for the number of full time under -

graduates, part time undergraduates, full time graduates, part time gradu-

ates, full time professionals, part time professional students, and so
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forth. Unfortunately, they didn't define what "part time or "full

time was, or what the term "professional" included, I can't stress

how important it Is to dofine 'our terms. Wow, the only way to determine

whether or not your terms are unambiguous Is to pre-test the instrument,

Pre-testing Is a fairly simple process. What you do is randomly select

fifteen or twenty potential respondents from the population from which

you are going to pull your sample later on You ask them to sit down and

respond to the questionnaire, and then you quiz them to find out If any

of the items were ambiguous or objectionable, or if there should be other

items or other choices, or if some of the items should be deleted. You

Listen to the respondent. if it turns out that you've had to radically

modify your questionnaire, you pro-test it again. What you have to do

is come out with an Instrument that will have minimal ambiguity, and which

is flrly easy to fill out. The same holds true In an interview. You do

not want to antagonize your respondent, because once that happens, he

either quits, or he starts threving the bull. To avoid this, when develop-

ing the Instrument you should first of all sit de, ..m :and come up with ct list

of questions you want answers to. Then come up with a list of questions

which will focus in on the kinds of questions you want answered. Then go

through and stz4rt deleting items, leaving only those with direct implications

for the goal of the questionnaire.

What kind of return rates can you expect on a mailed questionnaire?

Return rates range from about 2% for questionnaires you find in magazines

or those distributed by third class mail, to as high as 99-1-7. In my office

we generally get about 67 7. return, which is extremely high, considering that
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we just use one follow-up.

C;uesLion:

'Col; rte ncioned pre - testing. On the basi A pre -Gout, 11.1Vc you ever

decided that you're not golny, CO he able to J4et the information you

want through the rNthod you have cho:;en?

Yes, what you generally do in an educational institution, sitwe you've

got linited funds, Lu to start cut with a Tiestionnaire, And occasionally

you'll find that 1 questionnaire is not a meaningful instrument. We did

that with 311 eVAIUAtACI1 Of the 11)1 program at the University. Even though

:';in Kelly, VRe-pro:,:ident Xinority Affirs, and the various d viqion

heads signed the lottel', we somewhere on the order of about a

responso Atte, was not at all accurate. So we piloted

it 1 .,A-Aduate student., who were trained to con-

dwt interviews, and who ,.ontAc.tod pucTlo only of their own ethnic group,

and we 4.2t a mu.1, iore 1 ce,pousc rite.

lzu,2stion:

Alon'!, thlt line, c to your use the que,:tionnair,.° . with the interview and

goI a connon core ot quL.st ion:-.; and answers?

That's i;enerallv is done. l'ho hltervicet got:; out with whit is tiled

A schedule (that's a ,ethnical term for the questionnaire). lie Asks the

interviewee questions form the schedule, And As the interviewee responds,

he writc down as much is he c.ht of what the interviewee is saving. Then,

alt.:.r the interview ovf,r, a flood intelviewer will sit .lows, suNmarize

th, respou;,s, And in iddition put down his own thoa>.,,ht.,-; Abot it. He does

not wa:i until after he's eondu.!ted five interviews for the day to -.tart

ea,'h one, he,:ause if he did he wouldn't know An,,. ,re who said
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what.

q:aestien:

inter': ,'ana than quest ionn ti

That depends both on the nature of the questions, Ana on the amount of

rapport the interviewer can estab Tisk. If he can establish extremely

.;ood ripport, n'll extremely candid responses. On the other hand,

if he establishes poor rapport, he's likely to get more candid responses

to AA anonymous questionnaire than to A non-anonymou, interview.

d scion:

'40,11d sot get a hett,r response if you sent out a quest tonna i re

that was identifiable only by a code?

'fon'd damn well bettor tell the respondent why the code is there. One way

to insure A eertain degree of anonymity is to ask the respondent to sign

his or her name on the c,.,ver letter. Then as soon as it comes back this

cover sheet Is torn off, and used only to determine who has and who has

not responded so we won't bug these people with follow-up letters.

T.iestion:

Row sophisticated should a questionnaire he?

Not very. In short, when you design a question, don't try to show how

well-educated you are Instead of using the term salubrious, for example,

use the term healthful, because, even though you may know what it means,

the respondent may not, and if the respondent thinks you're trying to snow

him, it'll end up in file thirteen,

!low important is it to send questionnaires by first cl.v, mail?

quite important. It costs more, but you sill be fairly sure they'll



be delivered. They will be forwarded If necessary, and of course they

will be processed by the post office in essence on the day they are re-

ceived. In addition, people tend to pay more ,retention to first class

mail than to third Blass mail, oven though your institution's name may

be on it.

ucst luny

How do you find students who have been out of school for A few

vears?

What done with students who've been gone for let's say five years

tram the institution is to rely on two sources, One, the .alumni office,

which has a very distorted samplethose people who contribute to the

alumni fund, and two, patents' permanent addresses. People who have some

kind of tie to the institution.

You mentioned a few minutes ago: how do you no about establishing

rapport with a group von want to simple?

One way is batter PR. For example, if your questionnaire results in a

policy change, rake the chnnge and publicize why you made Lt. Then suc-

reeding generations of students who will have non exposed to this PR

will take your questionnaires more seriously.

ilnestion:

Do you find that that cover letter explaining what the question-

naire is about is almost as important as the questionnaire itself

with respect to whether or not people responu!

It's very important, but not as important. It probably influenres about

10-15. of your potential respondents.



!..Zuestion:

Any pattern as to which ones it affects?

We haven't investigated that.

Oue,4tion:

Are telephone interviews or follow-ups worth the effort?

Yes, telephone interviews are very much worthwhile, but beware of choosing

your sample from the telephone book, because of unlisted numbers.

Is there any difference between follow-up on interviews and follow-

up on questionnaires?

Yes. Follow-up is more important on mall questionnaires than it is on

interviews. the reason is ..hat you send your first mailing out and the

returns dribble back in, and so you send a follow-up to try to get even

wore questionnaires sent back to you.

nut:scion.

When do you send the follow-up letter or card?

Approximately one week after you send out an original letter. You should

enclose a second copy of the questionnaire in case they've mislaid the first

copy, and you should say something like, If you've already responded please

ignore this." Of course you will get a few people who respond twice, but

only a few. At this point your response rate will begin to pick up, but once

it drops off again, you may want to send vet another follow -up, say about two

weeks after the initial mailing. That will pick up some more, And then you

can try telephoning, or sending Out interviewers, if you wish, depending on

how large a response rate you want. What you can also do is to analyze these

data, ,eparately, over time. Take your first group of respondents, Group I,



And contrast that with Group II, or the result of the first follow-up

moiling, croup 111 the sccoad 1.111ew-up moiling, Group IV, the telephone

Interviews, etc.

I'm just wondoring how realistic this one to two week. follow -up is

for most of our one-girl off ices. That',. fine if you've got just

one person who can work on just nothing but follow -up.

One hint S.:011 1 ,1 he to machine process labels rather than type each one sep-

arately. you don't wait until one week is past befor: VOA start

getting ready for the second follow -up. Timing is important, too. Never

send questionnaires to students just before finals. Instead, send them out

as early in the quarter As possible. Let's say that you're sending them

out on October 10th, so your questionnaire And the cocci letter are dated

Ootober lOth. You've Already designed your up letter, which you've

dated October 17th, and already printed. They eould be stuffed in envelopes.

YOA'Vt: also decided on .1 second fellow-up, and you've dated that one Octo-

ber 24th. They're already all stuffed, and All you hive to do is to attach

the ldhels, then send eYerythin out on the Appropriate date.

Do you get a better response it You enclose A selt-addressed envelope?

're. A self-addres A envelope, or a business reply envelope.

When Is best time to follow-up the Juno graduate?

if they've graduated, hopefully they've been placed. The College of Arts

and Sciences at tle University of Washington used to send out questionnaires
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to graduating seniors near the end of June. Choy wet happy with their

response rate, which iris about 31%. We took It over one year and came out

with A ILA:. respeU,:e rate by ,end ii them cut near tin, o! the quarter

And telling the students to fill them out after the quarter WA,-; over. how-

ever, maybe You should send the questionnaire out s it po,:isible

.titer thu studvnts have graduated, because toSe people who or going to be

placed will probably already have been placed by the tines' of- graduation.

I, 'lent'

I think there's some difference between four ve.ir U,TAduAt...s; Aud

turtior college graduates, because you find that a lot of the latter

rellly don't know t.tAAC they're going to do io the Fall until late

August or so.

You in the comillunity colleges have an advantage we at the univer-lity do

not have. The very term community college connotes that rust of these stu-

dents come from your cortrAtnity, so that theor,A.d,:allv at least V ti eon keep

niter tabs on them.

,luestion:

ReturnIry to follow-up for a minute, do you or the phone ,..onpany or

somebody know whit would he the best time to call people?

Morning is the worst_ possible tine to call, beeAuse you no wake people up.

Cali in the evening when most people are home, but never AL dormer time.

513 1 understand you to sae that everybody receives 1 tirt, tolteW-

up?

HALL depends on whether you've gotten identifying information from your

respondent, If you've got his name, you don't send him thu follow-up yirl.



quest

this is a small matter, but your self-addressed stamped return has

2.ot to be addressed, and that's going to be cxpcn,iive

use all that follow -up material.

if you don't

It wu use business reply envelopes, then only the ones that are returned

will you have to pdv for You end up paying two cents moreInstead of

eight cents you'll be paying ten cents, and of course if you get a 100 ,

response rate, it's going to cost you more.

I think that you really save yourself a lot of trouble by putting

their names, or having them put their names on. 1 don't think

there's that much objection, as long as you explain that you don't

intend to ii.av the information against them.

!.et no r.wntion a questionnaire put out by ACE a few years ago which we had

to burn. First, ACE did not tell the institutions what questions were on

the questionnaire before they asked us to participate. On the questionnaire

they had: social security number (which was legitimate from their stand-.

point, because they wore interested in knowing whether the students change

coLleges, and it's nice identifying information with a unique number). They

also asked question like, "Have you participated in demonstrations against

the war in Vietnam?" At that point in time there was a bill before Congress

thit said that any student who did participate in demonstrations against the

war in Vietnam would lose all federal aid. There were other questions like

this, and the students eame back and said, "Social Security number, why

didn't you just ask the males for their draft number?" So vou see, when you

ask a resdondynt to put down identifying information on a questionnaire with
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itemA like this, which are very sensitive, you blow it.

Continent t

Once we sent out a tel and got nothing hack. So before we did

it A SeiOn,i time, we educated the StililatS AS to Whit follow -up WAS,

and how important their responses would be to as That time we got

1 70." return rate.

That's A very good id

We want to dt:St,;11 .1 questionnaire to find out it vii school is meet-

ing the' educational needs of the students. More often than not we

consider students as dropouts who MAy iii reality only bo taking one

course quarter, or a year, but they're doing it en a regular basis.

These aren't dropouts, and yet statistically they show up that way.

Another probleci we see is how to ask questions Chat students will

answer. We know, for example, that people do not like to indicate

that they do not havo the mentality to make it through a certain

curriculm. Consequently, when asked why they dropped out, they

may say, "Financial reasons." flow can we find out the real reasons?

Comentt

That brings up another question. lust how important is the degree

as such AS opposed to how important it is that the student achieve

his educational objective? Many of these people we may term a drop-

outs, as you mentioned, may be just coming in for one term to accom-

plish a specific thing ;ind then leaving for , term or two terms, and

then comin hack again, and again they're classified as a dropout.

Cor..ment:

Middle-class standards say that we should be ambitious and we should
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strive to A:DiVVO a higher level in our initial position. Our vo-

cational students, however, are interested only In getting a day to

d.iy job, sometruing from 8 to 5, that's going to pay the bills.

they're simply not looking for anything more. If that's the case,

who do they have to complete an auto mechanic's course, if after six

months they know enough to get the position that's been of:ered to

the:A? At our sehool several students have dropped out half way

I r0U411 A vocational course, or three - fourths of the way through, be-

('.lone they knew enough at that time to get 3 job, and that's all they're

interested in. Is this so had?

Well, at some point beyond the six months they may have been exposed

to an individual or AO instructor who would have 77'.3d0 them think in

terms of more than just a ddy to day existence. I think that's one

of the goals in our educational system as well.

nut more times than not we force our value systems on the disadvan-

taged student who is really only Interest..i in filling his stomach with

loon, sor:h2one who is starving to death.

CommLnt.:

it begins to point up A pretty solid case for competency-based ob-

jectives when you start designing a course. People learn at differ-

ent rrtes, and if you have a competency-based program, you may nave

sore people finishing in five months, others fiershing in eighteen

months, and so forth.

At this point maybe wo should break into small groups And then come back

to talk more specifically about some aspects r follow-up.
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GROVP DISCUSSIONS

Gt.°LTJ:

Our group concentrated on the dropout phenomenon, or the "fade -away

student," And the burning question seemed to bo, 1.0tere do we start?

What do wo ask? How do wo find out from these students whore they

Are, what types of firms they are working for (if any), if their job

Is related to their training, how much money they are ranking, and so

Iorth?

Let's war now from Group III.

i))

In ,.gar e,F0,1i, WC talked About nanny of rho sane bAsic probles that

hive alreidv boon discussed. One thing that WAS brought out was

the uniqueness of each institution, and the fact that sumo questions

mi,tht relate to one institution but not rLeessarily to Another. A

second pol:tt that was made was that a pilot study is most necessary

If you're going to do any kind of fellow-up study. Somothing else

talked about was the kinds of methods of compiling data. You shouldn't

era (00 hung up on hardware, on the idea of using a lot of computer

time. Much of the tabulation can be done by hand, especially if a

questionnaire is relatively simple. Along this line, It might he ad-

visable, in soon cases, because of cost factors, that an institution

consider developing A Very sImpi questionnaire to begin with. in

fact, maybe our regional office could uo something about getting core

kinds of information for the member colleges, and then each one of us

could develop glioslionn:iIros on our own !or other purposes.
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Ono., thing All the community iolleges are very paranoid about is

designing a qi..estionnaire th it will reach dropouts. by ald ono

this oar, with a lot at purposes. We hoped to gel sm.: &ILA that

1; useful to the Institution, Ht ono of the behind-the-seenos pur-

WAs to fiul out hov von design a better questionnaire to

Lit .,1:01p.

HoW AboAk. i tulip II?

I ko things we agreed on was that there is no use in mailing

ut A questionnaire unless you really need the information. Tnink

.1hot yo are goin.: to Ao riti1 yon hdve it--is it just

stAti,-;t it study, or Are you goir..,4 to redllv he able to do some -

thin; with it? Speaking technically now, there are some Chino our

offi-0 ha, done l'd like to shire with von. we talked our ad-

lisiens office into printing four Labels At the s,Lmo time they do

the ridoltion list. One label goes on tho certificate, and we get

the other three. These we use for follow-up. One ether thing that

we talked About in our group was the fact Ilia the reason we do

questionnaires is h.:cause wo really but know much about our stu-

dents while the .ire at our in:Ititutions, and cons,,,quently wc try

d,:,peratety to lind out ;mething about them after they leave. There

must be A way to correct this siLuitiOn.

Cyrneat:

I partftularly agree with your first point. The important thing in

Any survey It to he able to interpret it, and then to be able to do
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something concrete wltil the information once You havo it From the

stoPdpolui of ..freer plaoci:ent, wo want to know who's working, who

isn't, whit we ,'R ,10 in otter to improve our programs, and what we

,:an do to isvlst students with additional training in certain areas,

And then we want to he Able to report to some people who can Atfe,:t

the chAn..,es. However, wo have to be careful, for example, that pro-

4rams aren't immediately cancelled because of ono follow-up, cto.

fir. kcitan:

Jim, wo haven't J-dich time left. Would you like to respond to any

of ;Ate points brought up here:

Dr. `lot' ishirja:

Well, for ono thing, cher.? is really not that rluch differi,nce between

1.And riachioo and computer analysis. It's just a matter of whether you are

doing it by putting little chit marks down by hand, or whether you are put-

ting th,i.m on IBM cards, and using, a sorter, in ."Bich case you have machine

analysi,, or whether you put them on IBM cards or OR tape And dump them on

a col.puter, in which case you have computer analysis. The costs of each

will be dependent on A number of factors, su.1) as how often you're going

to be m.ondueting A partiular kind of Analysis and how far you can gener-

alize a given program l'or additional kinds of Analysis. One of the tech-

niques you ought to be using If you are going to use baud analysis is to

figure out how you are going to want the data broken down. Take a simple

example: if you want it by sex, and Voc vs. transfer, generally speaking,

you Have two different sexes, and generally speaking you've got rHyb. two

different prograT,s. That means, as you got your questionnairt hack (if

you're doing it by hand), that you break it into four different piles:
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you hdV... group thAtts mA1,tiant4ler;

Later on, If you wait to corrhine your

trans14, V i1 ii lu i0}',OthCC, vour

ii clit Add them te.wt1h,t, it you wAnt to corhinv Volt ilvXvv, you VIII

A,!,A tier vo,1 '11 20,.' out with tour di....creet uuiiii th,it

you cAn A.ht rAther loin dil!,scot iii Alysc

of tne 1liL 1.11 I. if wanted to Add in Ain'Snk.A. vAriAhle, you a hi

end up with fitte,n different piles, but von )ALL,: them into the-lc dlii-

vii %in con., up with frcqucncy aistrlbution.!: for cAch

thin Liter on you cAn combine 11141: 1 i much iii to Add theft to-

4oth.a. it A lAtor point in 11710 thAu it 14 10 t',0 AnJ LliitiLOL dill-

:1 A i'."-11'- t Eu. In I ro it it Ii th lii fc.ikly tor

iii ii- i'i, VOL -010u!.,1 ,.otto out with A uniquc rocer.! or ..,...:h re-

uiLt thAt WAY VOU iATI A4Ain combine on vAricos 4'AriAbl.o4. Prcquency

ii hi dep,ndo on your .,.urpo-;e,, A":1,1 iv mlii in liii Wmbor Oh

p; Ii hive to follow-up. if you Arc A lAre institution that rlaY

ilit,' A thccsAnd p,opic 1,AVin,.;, And you watt to conduct throe loiLow-up

udi,o-:, 11111 Ii c thit you will Ii lit to ii iv 333 And 1/3 Ns voAr, Li you

don't hit the v.:cry yeAt. ilili, wheniNer vou hAv,, ropcAted

iv 15:Irs, 14411.1 th. in.lividuAl the -,.117.0 qhestio.h-. mAny timcs, vou cdn

hi ve thAt individull. A -;imple .:.A se In point would b.., t,.ome-

thin4 in the :'oliticsi :.,1,11.2re: if you ask thE..m, "WhAt do you think About

t ix t.,,tcr.7u in the State of '.,1d4Olin.1ton?" and if von 144 tlliuut lIiy 0101 p004-

ion LIX month'. lAtts, then the chAnce,i Are, because thcy've been Asked

this quest ion in tiiV I Erat plAce, they will attend more to whAtevvr publi-

city com,s out on tax reform in the mosutimo, so thAt lit o ver; Iii that
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you've asked th,;:l the que!;tton oneo will their te,inse,,, the

,econd tiHe voa Ask t:iem. Sc' what vou ciii oaten do, in terns of ,-4urvev

, 11 to I h your 11/00 .ind send out It one t u, then have an

over lap I lie t t ti xi you siLnd out riA;;;Ic 5i1t) the second t {me And

504) ih to tint it iii impact t t Licit. viii

the luestion txnl on their attitude-; and choir attitude changes. The

incney then, 01 vont' tollow-up depends Oron d nInbeC ot fa(tors: what

kind of an intluen-e do vol, think time has? l'ehen do voO dc IL! Hitt de-

pends on wh3t you are after. If you're after theif expeotatiens about choir

potelaial )'I, yen dn't ask thin after they've gottT1 their lob Jild After

they've [wen on the cxii for six months, beeaus,e the tact that L'ley'v.. been

on the joh tor sii IOu Lu will again intluence what. they te:'ler,,her Hvir

;odis when they got the job. Recall measures are pretty poor.

You o3't ask a student after IIV'S graduated, "What were your goals when

you entered this institution'!" You should ask that question Will they

enter the institution, and then later on yon xx sk them whether their

goals have changed, if you've got ono WA'; of collat.in4 that original

questionnaire with the seeond questionnaire (which, ineldootally, you ought

I o tell tJle student. Youre 4oing to do), then you ,.:A9 lake vent. coinparison.

3ut to ask them After they've graduated, "What wore your goals when you

ehtered this ir,,titution?" will result usually in diverse answers. Their

recall is going to he influenced hv their oxporiences, and the recall meas-

ure will not he A conpleto measure. Beware of omnibus instrumentsone

instrument cannot possibly focus on everybody. VOL] probably shontd not,

For most questionnaires, u t i l i z e tho same instrument r ':to our evening class

program ,,eople, your Vocrech pcoplc, your transfer 1)11 I', v,ur potential
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employers, the drift hoard, the Diughters for the Revolution, ALL of

these different group;'. Design instrument which is focused more on

the unique group that you are interested in. You riay ask the SANQ

questions, or there ri.iy he overlapping questions, but ronetheless, design

separate iustruments at the particular target you're going to sur-

vey. 1n terms follow-up techniques, some o: you rai ht be interested

in roAdim; Ferman's studies. They've utili,!ed certain techniques there

tint you might Also be able to utilize Io Anv instruments that we come

tit here, again, will have to be modified, depending on your own unique

Institution. Fatch unique factor will result in different kinds of things.

So You design a different instrument for a residential college As opposed

te A I:1;to[1, tHin4s of this sort. in detiuin,., the term

dropout, there', 10 / 1,;on why you have to say dropout on a qoestionn-ire

is thero? "Our records indicate that yen were a student At this institu-

tion. Y,,u've left, and we now that stuaynts have.' A number of diticr: it
oils C.' 1,.'av!n. Please answer the following question"--his type of

thi.ig. You ialudv there: they found a fob, financial or health reasons,

J you ask each: respondent to answer each of the items. Hien VOU

0.01 .P.;;, (;letA (0 ;40 bA,:k and indicate Whit the single most important reason

was within given areas. There's no reason why you have to design just

one item that says. "1'm not in school for the following reason or reasons,"

uld then you hive in there -- health, tina"ccs, better job, transfer, and a

whole slew of items, because then you mix them up, and there's no way you

can determine whether any of those factors had more of an ;nfluence than

other ia.:tors. As the hind -out that 1 gave you earlier this morning

will indicate, when you ask questions, ask about some unique thing, and
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don't yombiue t if you feel that the iategories are going to he

comhintions, you mlOt design separate It for each of tho possible

responses, dependii14 on your own goals. One thing I mentioned this morn-

ing this should by stressed is: when you design An instrument and Vou've

arrived at your final questions, Ask yourself, regardless .1 what the

responses ate, is this indeed ...wing to have in influenee en whit the insti-

tution doe!;? If it doesn't, there's little neei in asking the question.



"PUBLIC RELATIoNS IN PLACENENT"

Richard Jennings,
President

Evans ,And Associdtes

Seattle, Washington
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"Public Relations in Place:T:ont"

For the most pact today, what I'd like to to is pretend that 1

da't 'show anything about your business, which is absolutely correct.

I'd Like to pretend that you have approached me to talk to you about

ways that yon can apply the principles of public relations and adver-

tising in Your particular area or specialty. So, this will then be a

simulated, oondensed, think-session, which is the way we usually do it

with a prospective C;o11.1 sit down with him, and we'll gather

facts, because obviously you can't he a thing until you know what you're

talking about. The more facts you have, the better off you are; the more

definition of what you're trying to do, he better off you are. I'm

surprised by how often we cioet with prospective clients, and sit down

tome Hiatt to think about what they're Irving to accomplish in their

business, only to find out how scantily they have really thought this

thing through in their own mind--just who are they in husfnes:: to accom-

plish? Who are they trying to reach, and what arc they trying to say to

them? That's the scope of the approach that 1 would like to use today,

but first I would Like to kind of establish some common ground rules, or

levels of understanding, as to what public relations and what advertising

is. Lt's surprising how many miscom:eptions there are about what adver-

tising and public relations is, so first of all, I'd like to ask you if

you've heard any good deiinitions of what advertising is lately. What is

your opinion of what advectising is?

It means the selling of a product.

Okay, good. 1'11 just change that a little bit: excitement and effective-

ness in selling--that's probably about as good as we can expect to do in a



short time. AnNJoLAy 10:e to add to that, or detract Iron it: 01,1y,

let's on then to Pk. Yliit would you say the definition of public

rclations:

There WAS o;.' appeared in the Reader's Digest not too long ate

about A fellow that tint a job AS A PR man for the state department;

he wrote home to tell his parents about it, and his DAd wrote back

Saying, "Gosh, 1 can't quite figure out whit you're doing: public

I can understand; relations I can understand, but public relations

liait'sq not untypical; lets of people feel the sane way about it. A

lc: 01 ark, tars -wit into this k.atcciory, and coded public rciatidn

wnich :nay or taly ndt, maybe should or should not he in there.

KkiSi101154.':

!.ight it be a pro ction of an imago to th you are trvirw,

to serve?

(Yr,.1y, puttin your best foot forward. That's kind of what its all

about, i4n't it: Puititx; !..'our best Coot forward- -now, therm ire all

'Kinds tit- ways to do this, for example: there's such things As press

is not goc, but it is done; there's straight public

relations, is telling the truth about yourself, and your product,

your company, your 'service, in seth a way that it will accomplish ex-

citement and effectiveness in this area. In other words, creative

conn,nlksation is what all of this adds up to. (1) Creative communication.

Lot's just for a minute talk about creativity, because that is the heart

of the matterthat's what every public relations and advertising agency



his to do la order to so rvive----thAt's what they're hired to is, k to

Ot to .'`;',' oitic tisit Lye ideas. (.:) Motivat scUiUUI

LOU'ii . tl LO 1 Iii iL Ail opinion About you or about U cc t Ii

thit tryin.; to sell, then von had hitter give some intormAtien

I hlt people dc t 0S55i, thAt's to influenc e them

VAL, to ft if their opinion of you or your serviecand you'd

het ter doh it in iii int,re,ting mdaner, heeause the Average individn

is ra,,,barded with tour to six thousand advertising, rnhli. relations,

and ooa.mnnieatious ir:Tressions per day. An individual is goin to have

Aue hart trile sifting out and remembering yours, unless you is All

os eftective 1010 of presenting it. on do it creatively, you do

it in jI WO: iii it it is i:Iter;Cill; and it C.IptsIrt:: ittont in, dnd

.eae: tiuthtul that can be believed, dna is erodible, ihat's

d hig order, but that's exa,:tly what. it's All about. (3) Another way,

hut unIC,,e detiuing creativity, is relattiil th, nnre1Ated. dc that

ounds kind ot like A plAtttudv, And it is in a way. I'd like to go

into this ost vory hri-.,rly, A tittle hit more than 'Sc have anything

nise, hena,,ise I think this is the essence of what you have got to be

nIh I o do more and more of in order to corl'ete with the other programs,

to hies your graduates. i,re'ra, AIL interested in selling a product, And

it it sells tin' prodnct, and it, docs it truthfully, And in An interesting

that wove v:e,n7plishLd our goal. Let Me give you a couple of ex-

ot what I mean frost some it our recent presentations. In onesiss
we had A eommnity, 'Whisper Ilill,'whick is over at Bellevue. the

ra-chlom resented ic that the dcuetormvnt Ic n str,chi group or home.;

tied Away in the trees, oft the main thoroughfares, off the mAin tonic
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in th12 Area, very difficult to find unless you knew whine it was. What

we had to do is one up with An idea to attract people's attention, to

intrigue then to core out and go to the bother of finding this place.

So we decided we'd call the development 'Whisper hocause of its

nature, where it is located, in a quiet area away from major roads. Then

we thouht that we would create the whole campaign around the idea of

'Be quiet, sh-h-h, nobody knows where it is, it's hard to find it It's

:Viet and so peaceful out there that nobody's ever heard of it.'

And so we created the campaign, keep It to yourself, [here's neL

enough to go around, only 42 homes ivaitable.' All of which is true, but

w. think there's A little twist there In order to give A really ratter

ordiniry small cormlunity a little hit of pizazz. and charisma. Here is

I one shit c ,aid for the lIyerhanser Corporation, "Equity Memo

for Young Executives." We took a business term 'equity in investments,'

which most InsIness executiv : arc very keenly interested in and we

related it to the purollase of lots in golf course communities. That

wis the unrelated and bringing them together In what we hoped and

felt Was a logical, And turned out to be a related idea. Another example

con.,rned Farrell's Ice Crean Parlors. We took the idea of having a

!,irret of fun, which is a very well-known saying, and we tied it ill with

having fun at Farrell's. So we did some ads for Life magazine, 'More

fun than a barrel of monkeys,' and showed all the fun and excitement

that you can have at Farrell's. Here again, you take the familiar, and

you relate it to what you're trying to say--so you take the related and

the unrelated, and you relate them. Here's another thought--thil.. in an

Ad for the State of Utah. Again we took: 'Utah offers the best of both

worlds--livability end productivity'--so we took a man and :41owed half
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of him in 1Lvabiiit,v, and the other half in productivity. This was run

in various magazines in order to attract industry to the State of Utah

by showing them what can be tone there, what Utah has to offer. Here's

an ad for Schiller Bay. We took a very well-known personality in the

Northwest that you've alt heard of, Don McCune, who does the Exploration

Northwest half hour TV series for KOMO-N; he's an acknowledged and

respected man who's interested in, environment and ecology. We took him

out and showed him the development of Schiller Bay, and he was impressed

enough that he agreed to endorse the product by saving, "It's been my

pleasure to see a masterpiece ." Here, in the area of land develop-

ment, which is under attack by environmentalists and ecologists, we in-

vited an environmentalist and ecologist and showed him something that was

good, something that was respectful and well-done as far as land-develop-

ment Is concerned, and he was impressed enough to agree to an endorsement,

Okay, Char's relating the unrelated, and that's the essence of creativity,

and this is the sort of thing that I think that you Arc going to have to

do.

Now let's get down to our little think-session. We'll pretend that

we're working this thing out together. The ground rules for a think-

session are that you're dealing with two parties: you're dealing with a

party of the first part, which is the advertising and public relations

people who know very little about your business, but they knew a lot

about their own. You're dealing with yourselves, who know a lot about

your business, but. very little about theirs. So when you talk about ideas,

when [(leis are presented, you don't pooh-pooh anythio;;--you accept every-

thing, because a lot of ideas will be offered in igLionan,.e, but what it

accomplishes is, it tends to provide springboards to something that is
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really very worthwhile, and after all, what you're looking for is new

approaches, new ways to do the old, and make it more exciting and more

saleable. You are not going to arrive at that goal by examining what

you're already doing and using that as your springboard, You've got to

branch out, you've got to extend yourself; you've got to get a little

bit out into left field, and then you can bring yourself back to center;

if you have the ability, if you have common sense and some wisdom, and

know your job, that's what this Is all about. So, first of ail, we've

got to get the facts in: what is your service? Let's list them on the

blackboard.

Response

We're trying to convince the employers on the merits of hiring

people with less than a baccalaureate degree, but with post-second-

ary education--how these people coming in at this middle level of

training are going to be a real asset to the organization.

I think that's a good one; I have an image of the conmalnity

college effort, that I am sure, is completely inaccurate; but my im-

pression of community colleges is that it is a place where adults go to

brush up on their skills.

Response:

That's one-third of it.

Okay, well at least I'm not completely wrong.

Response:

Our greatest concern is those people getting training and desiring

employment over a period of time of two years or less. The college

itself is concerned with students transferring to places like this
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institution, and it's concerned with adults wanting to brush up.

But this particular group is concerned with people who are inter-

ested in jobs at the end of a period of time of two years or less,

and not going on to school.

industry hires people on the merits of community college training, which

would embrace the idea of being able to sell placement services at the

point is time where students arrive at that particular educational

objective.

Response:

I really think those two things are being done. In the communities

we're trying to serve we do an additional thing--we really sell the

whole service of the community college. We have pro',.ably the best

opportunity to do that of any group on the campus. I think we can

offer the employer an opportunity to invite us to come and give in-

house training in his shop. We can set up special courses for his

people on campus. There's just a wide variety of things, plus there

are things we ask in return, such as listing jobs with us and employ-

ing our students part-time while they're going to school.

Response:

In some respects this office is the visible, tangible thing that the

public can see, the product that is coming out of the community college.

All right, have I captured that here?

Response:

We offer a pre-screening service, too.

Response:

Helping our products, or our graduates help themselves.
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Okay, training graduates.

Orle task we have is to provide intormation to the college as to the

effectiveness or -;urrency of our curriculum as pertaining to the

world of work.

Provide feedback. All right, I think we've probably gotten most of them,

haven't we? In all of this, I think we all have in our minds, and I cer-

tainly have in mine, a hotter idea of just what your services are. Now

the nest question that we should discuss so that we can know what type

of cormninication we're doing is: who needs to knew about your services?

Resj?onae:

L. Students
2. Faculty
3, Administration
4. Employers
5. General Public.

You left one or two out that I can think of: another one was the press,

and high schools. Now we know what our objectives are; whit we are trying

to do, who were trying to contact, what our services are, what our ob-

jectives are, and who we're trying to convince. Now, the task that we'll

spend the balance of our time on is: What are the good ways to tell them?

Hew do we reach these people? How to tell them. Let's just take them one

at a time: 1. Students: now what can we do to get the message of your

services across to the students?

Rcs posse:

a) news releases, brochures
(h) speaking to classes -- presentation in the class-

room

(c) campus visits, mainly bulletins
(d) campus radio (closed circuits) where there is

one

(e) campus PA system
(f) other students, word of mouth



Okay, I think we've got tlo balk of them down there: now let's talk about

some of these: on brochures, I don't know whs-ther 1 0,111 tel you anything

about brochures that you don't already know, except that you apply the

pr ine i if est it ement se! l into your hr,,hur r Chit the students

will tie interested. Pew do you handle your OVW3 releases?

Rysrenset

if we have an interesting project, And we snake the Local paper aware,

they come and write the artiele. Other times we write material

that I'm sure they should rewrite. I only know of a couple of times

where they printed whit I actually wrote.

hen't feel baci about that. Newspaper people are very jealous of their

skills, and when you get down into some cornunity papers, you don't have

that level of professional journalism where they'll write up anything that

you send in. Tht,y'r.: short-staffed, so what you write is what they print.

Your bettor papers will almost always rewrite what you give them, be-

cause they're worried that what you have written you've also sent to 300

other newspapers, and they don't want their story appearing in somebody

elsd's newspaper- -it's a sign of sloth. You really have to have something

that I think is newsworthy to really go down and bother them. I think if

you go there once ,t wL._,k, pretty soon they're going to turn you off. If

you're there maybe once a year to have a kind of unexciting thing, but

just indicating maybe how many students are placed, or how many students

need jobs, or something Like that, but then the rest of the time you're

really concoctrating on new things, exciting things, then they respond

pretty wall. Row do you determine the newsworthiness of a piece of

information?

Response:

Well, if we have a new project, of which we've had several this last
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year, they certainly get that material.

New projects?

Yes. Other than that, they do a human interest story about the

college from time to Lime, We might encourage them to do something

in regard to students who have been placod from the college.

A lot of times it's good to go down and get acquainted with the editors

of your local. newspapersgo down and introduce yourself, tell them what

you have in mind, that you have information that comes out of your de-

partment that you think is newsworthy from Lime to time, and that you'd

like to know to whom you should talk when this happens, so that they can

give in evaluation to your material. But don't ever go CO a newspaper

And say, Ne have something that is newsworthy." Rather, you should say,

"We have some information that we think may be of interest to you. We'd

like to give it to you for your consideration. Now who can I give it to,

or who should I deal with? I don't want to bother you all the time.

every time I have a piece of information that might he interesting to

you, so will you please tell me who I should contact?" I'd go right up

to the editor on this first visit, and he'll probably give you to some-

one else. I'm speaking now about daily papers; weeklies are less of a

problem because they Are less hide-bound. They're working on a one-time

or two-time or three -times a week pressure, but the daily paper is work-

ing on a daily pressure, four or five editions every day. So it im-

portant from your point that you don't just flub the newspaper with every

little thing that comes out. Also, on the daily papers, it's good to

deal with two different people. You can deal with your business editor,

and he can do one kind of a feature story for you; and you can deal with
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your city desk editor, who can do another kind of a feature story. The gener-

al news release he'll be interested in, and also he'll be interested In assign-

ing a local reporter to do a feature story. There are lots of ways that you

can get yourself in print without having a hide-bound, hard-core news story.

You can have something that's interesting about one of your graduates. Maybe

there's something unusual or particularly good on his accomplistunents, ur some

point of difference that people don't hear about every day, That's one way

to get this done, and then in the process you're calling attention to your

whole service. You'll have to establish how far you can go--the higher that

you go in the newspaper business, the less opportunity you have the more imag-

inative and more creative you have to be. Television is another area that you

shouldn't overlook, You should get in touch with your TV news editor, or the

documentary editor. You can talk to him - -in the same manner just indicated- -

about the fact that you are in effect training people for tomorrow's society.

At the same time you could suggest that there may be a good story for the

media--a documentary, or a five minute news clip, or something like this from

time to time, on how it is going with the graduating class. Radio is the same

way. Some radio, especially pop shows (like Public Pulse on KIRO), are re-

ceptive to 'he suggestion that they interview the job placement director of

your college, and ask him how graduates are finding places to work and what

services his office is offering them. Stations with talk-shows would be very

interested in that kind of an approach. You'd probably find yourself on radio

if you make this proposal, or find somebody else if you don't want to, who

would like to be the spokesman for your college.

We indicated using ads in campus papers. I don't know whether this

is productive, but it's an idea. You may want to run an ad in a campus
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paper. "Are you taking full advantage of the college cmpleyment. seivice?

We are in touch with major employers, both nationally and regionally,

and then ate., etc., etc."

Res onso:

Nearly every week we list some of the most current lobs in the

school newspaper, And It has a very good eifect on the students.

Good. I would Ir.digine that for the most part, p:,Id ads in local papers

would be a little bit out of your reach economically, After all you

arc dealing almost entire y with public relations, not with advertising.

[hero Is no reference to personal contact here. How about c ntact

with the faculty, also?

It seems to me that the degree to which you can find good jobs for the

graduates is the degree to which your college is going to be viewed by

the co=ainity AS successful. I would think there would be a direct

relationship between the attractiveness of going to your college, and

the reputation that is circulated in the cernunity about your college,

and the desirability of your graduates. We all know there are certain

blue chip universities in the country which have the reputation of having

employers seek their graduates out because they have had such good success

with them. Every once in awhile you hear about these colleges: some of

them have it because of their sports reputations; some of them have it

because of their medical schools; and some of them have it because of

their business administration schoolswhatever their forte or specialty

happens to he at those universities. Industry, medicine, business, en-

gineering or whatever, look to these colleges AS their first choice for

seeking graduating seniors. it would seem to me that one of your principle
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public relations objet elves should be to establish this kind of a repu-

tation and charisma with community employers for the school. In order to

Jo this, you must hive the support or money that only faculty and admini-

stration can provide for you, and somehow you have to sell yourself to

them on that basis. Maybe I'm way off, but if I wore a placement director,

one of the first things I would do is put together a ring - tailed presen-

tation, and I would go to the college president and to the faculty, and I

would make sure that they understand that their jobs, indirectly, and the

success of the college, directly, depend on how well you are able to place

the people that they turn out. You are probably in an extremely compete-

live position in this regard, because not very many people understand what

you're doing, or what the college is doing,

The placement office itself within the college is strictly a service;

it's an overhead, just like in industry. And if the faculty and

administration don't know what are doing, don't participate, we

can very soon become strictly an overhead; without significant re-

sults, we can jeopardize the whole office and the program of place-

ment.

All right now, how are you going to do this selling job, if In fact you

agree that that needs to be done?

Response:

Meeting with the faculty committee?

How are you going to do it? When you go before a faculty committee, what

is your modus operandi? You're going to tell about your benefits to them,

because they're going to be interested in knowing "What's in it for me?"

You should orient whatever you tell them to answering that. Don't say,
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"I am here to tell you about how good 1 am." That's not the approach,

The approach is: "I'm here to tell you how what I'm doing is going to

help you." Now how are you going to ao that? What are you going to use?

Why not tell them about the graduates within their own program

that you've placed--where they are working?

Okay, that's a good one. You could get a dossier on some of the gradu-

ates that they know personally, and say, "I thought you'd be interested

to know that so and so is here and here, and ho's been successful, and

so on and so foith."

Repunse:

In many eases the faculty is already doing some placement for students

in their programs, particularly in many of the technical and vocational

fields. Perhaps we should tell them that we can support what they are

doing.

Okay, then you're the coordinator of this team, and you're reporting to

them, in some cases.

Response:

You're trying to sell what the college is doing--to the administration--

so they'll know About it,

Yes, that's good. Now what I'm suggesting specifically is that with a

little bit of imagination you can give a presentation that will have them

leaving the room talking about it, instead of looking at their clocks

wondering, "Time to go to lunch?" I don't know how much money you have

available for developing presentations -- that's one of the things we aren't

going to talk about today--but if you have an 8 millimeter camera, you can

put together a little home movie presentation. You can go out and take

some pictures of some of your graduates. You can take pictures of what's
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going on In your offices; something that's visually interesting for them

to look at. Another possibility is slides, if you don't want to go to

the expense of 8 millimeter. You also can use an overhead projector, or

a chalk board. Testimonials from graduates, and how great they felt about

us, how important the placement program was to them, are also valuable.

You can seek them out and ask them if they would be willing to write a

letter, We do this all the time. When we go out looking for a new client,

we get all of our existing clients to write nice letters about us, then

we mail them to this prospective client, and you can do the same thing.

If you can have a program, a daily or a regular program of feedback to

the administration or the faculty, then when you go up to ask for an

increase in your budget, it's a lot easier than If it were the first time

you'd even entered their thoughts for a year.

Response:

Another thing we did when we had recruiters visiting the campus was

that every time a recruiter came we set a lunch appointment. All

of the appropriate faculty and these recruiters would sit down and

just rap about what was new In the program, what were the new things

coming in industry, and so on.

That's good. The University of Utah has one of the most outstanding

placement services in the country--at least they have had that reputation

ever since I can remember. This Is getting ahead of ourselves, but they

treat employers like kings. Whatever your method is of connunicating back

to them, make sure that you have something interesting to show them, to

tell them about.

Response:

One thing that is particularly important is that we work through

proper channels when we contact industry.
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Going through proper channels, In every type of program, except maybe

the ones that are peopled by extremely jealous and insecure people, the

best procedure is that you go to them and explain what you want to do,

and ask them, or say, "You're the follow that I should go to, and I'm

here; but to save you time and not to let this become a carbon of a

carbon, I wonder if it would be all right with you, if you would give

me your blessing, to go directly to some of these other people on these

programs." Now oftentimes, when they understand, if you take them

into your confidence, this will work, That's public relations. That's

your own individual, personal, public relations- -your own method of

dealing with other people.

Res oise

One of the first things you have to do is to identify what the

channel of communication is to employers.

Probably the most important activity that you have is the care and

treatment of employers. What do you offer them, why do they come to

your college instead of somebody else's college? Why should they come

to you? I firmly believe that if you were aggressive, creative, and

imaginative, you could create a program and a reputation that would

overshadow, or at least be the equal of, some of the bigger univer-

sities. It's my observation as an employer that most placement pro-

grams ignore their obligation to the businessman. I have yet to have

a college or university come to me and offer me anything in the way of

help or service. They seem to assume that I know that they're turning

people out here, but I don't know anything about their qualifications,

I don't know where to go, I don't know who to talk to. From time to

time we have need for young college graduates to work their way into

the communications business.
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i know of several outstanding institutions that don't leave a

stone unturned. I don't know what all they do, but I know that they

have a successful program of contacts. A good FR advertising technique

is to not get an ingrown toenail by looking at yourself all the time,

but circulate around, On your vacation, call the placement directors

of some of these places where they are having outstanding success, and

find out why, what they're doing to help the employers, to find out

what they want. Additionally, you can contact employers, asking "What

can we do to help you better? What do we need to do?" Too often both

business and the college operate in a vacuum with respect to each other.

Colleges are here to train people for business, education, engineering,

and all the other occupational skills. It seems to me that there should

be a direct, close, and continuing relationship and rapport. I would

think that placement directors should be the ones that should spearhead

this, because they arc dealing with the end product. You are what it is

all about. Whatever goes on at the college is translated--it comes out

either go.,(l or bad right in your office--at least it should. So, there

are a lot of ways to do this, and we can just get down to specifics now.

What ways do you have of reaching the employers? Do you have a

mailing list? What kind of a mailing list is it? How comprehensive is

it? What do you mail to them?

Response:

Do you get into the business of evaluating who reads what in

different kinds of publications? Do you find that certain people

will read your stuff more than others? What I'm getting at is: if

we all make up these letters and send them out to employers, and
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nobody ever reads them, then we really aren't doing the job.

I don't know why they .:Youldn't read them. 1 would think that your type of

a letter would have a very high percentage of readership, providing you do

a few things: you don't address it to an occupant, but make it personal;

you don't put it through a metering system, but go to the trouble to put a

stamp on it, even if you do it by hand, or hint one of your college people

to help you do this. You should address these letters personally, instead

of 'To whom it may concern,' Your professional direct mail services have

devices to make every letter look like it is personally typed by you, and

it may be that you could work with one of the direct mall people in your

town, on a public service basis or a semi-public service basis, Get them

to help you with your mailing list, and with your techniques for mailing.

I would type the address, type the envelopes with a typewriter, not with

an 1BM machine, It's nice to have these computerized lists, but you have

to be careful how you use them, or else they do have a high mortality

factor. But I would think that most employers of any size or consequence

who would receive a letter from a community college, especially if that

letter had something on the outside of it such as, 'confidential job

placement informatica,' or something of this kind, those few words would

appeal to their self-interest, and they would read it.

Response:

So you put that on the envelope?

That's one way--you could put that on the envelope. I think that probably

just receiving a letter from a community college, with my name typed on

it--I would never in a hundred years not open that.

Response:

To give you one example of how we use this down in our college
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(and indirectly tying in with public relations and the faculty, too),

we've just added an typing course, w,th magnetic tape selectrio

typing. I've had the instructor make up my mailing list for me; it

gives her an exercise for her students, Anytime we want mailings,

she his the tapes there, and she just sets it into one of these

electric typewriters and types out a beautiful letter.

That's just exactly what you pay for when you go to a mailing bureau. If

you've got that service at your college, you're home free, and you can do

some reilly effective direct mail work that way. We deal with the direct

mail bureaus. Direct mail bureaus have lists that are so sophisticated

now that they have the market broken down by almost every type of category

that you want. For example: by income; by job type; by ',,eographic area;

by number of children; by divorcees; whatever you want, whomever you want

to reach. All you have to do is tell a good mailing bureau what you want

to do, and chances are if they don't have it, they can certainly get that

list for you.

Response:

Can you get a listing of possible prospects from these services?

Not usually. They've paid a lot of money for it, and they get their money

back by selling then to people like us, selling the service. And of course

if they gave that List to us, then it would obviously be a problem for them,

because then we could give it to somebody else, and before you know it,

they'd be out of business.

Response:

Do you know off-hand what they charge per unit?

Well, we figure that it costs about 13c a letter to get a single page

letter stuffed, addressed, stamped, and mailed. A lot of times these
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outside professional services can be hired to do it cheaper than you can

do it.

Responses

One of the biggest problems that i have found is that personnel

directors and personnel people seem to rotate and move ,o fast

that it's hard to keep up with them. I knew a lot of times if

you have to mail a letter addressed to the "Personnel Department"

or "Personnel Director," It lose~ some of its effectiveness.

I imagine that would be a real problem. By the way, are you visited by

national employers like the IRIs and the Kodaks and International Har-

vester? Do they seek you out? Are they interested in your graduates?

1(2101.:

Not to the extent that they seek out the four year people. Some

of this could be a matter of education, too. Fur example, General '

Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena v,i.a only visiting Cal State and

Los Angeles, and our campus is just a quarter of a mile or half a

mile from their location. By writing to the laboratory, I pointed

out they were passing up a good bet--our two year engineers who

were going to transfer--if they were approached by GPL prior to

transfer, they would be GPL-oriented. This would be the company

that they would probably choose--and it worked.

That's a good point. Sometimes I think that we are scared off because

we think, 'How can General Electric be interested in what we do?' But

don't ever presume something like that, because you never know what

they might be looking fur; they may be looking for somebody that you

have. A second question is: are your graduates generally receiving

competitive salaries or starting wages to what four year college gradu-

ates receive?
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Res prise:

They tend to receive less.

It seems to me that right there is an opportunity for you to shoehorn

in and capture a market the' big colleges can't touch.

kes onset

Bet:dust' they can do the job that they're hiring a lot of four year

graduates for.

That's right. They can get your people for less. That's a crass way of

putting it, but that's what you're doingyou're selling, you're trying

to create or find your markets. The four year colleges are creating a

training void that nobody's filling. You can fill that void, especially

where you have some of these bigger industries with factories and offices

right in your own town. For example, Seven - Eleven Stores filled a void

created by the giant super markets. When the giant super markets came on

the scene everybody thought that the Ma and Pa grocery store was going to

go down the tube, and for awhile it looked like they were. But then some-

body with a better idea, and a little bit of merchandising savvy came in

with this Seven-Eleven concept, and they're doing very well in most places,

because they are performing a service that these big giants can't do.

9122.11se:

I wonder if we're making a mistake in one area were operating on.

For those companies that are already using community college gradu-

ates, I think we're doing well as far as personnel officers, be-

cause those are the people we interact with, once contact has been

made. But as far as expanding our market, I would think we would

want to influence company policy at a higher level,

That's a good question, an excellent point. The question was
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brought up awhile ago--what do you do with a personnel man who

is constantly transferring? Most of your professional employment

agencies will completely ignore the personnel man because he's

not a policy-making man,

Response:

Who hires employees? Many times the personnel manager is the go-

between. We've done some special follow-up on It We had a study

on promotions that we've mailed to chief engineers, directors of

nursing services, ,residents of a company, plus the personnel

manager, and at one time we sent a questionnaire and asked them

to send it back to the personnel manager (both questionnaires) so

we found out wu-t.her the system was working or not

That's excellent. Some life insurance companies have picked up on this.

A life insurance agent will look through the business columns of a

newspaper and they'll see where a man has been promoted, and so what

they'll do is they'll get in touch with that man because a promotion

usually means an increase in pay, it may mean an increase in responsi-

bility, and they can then afford to provide the insurance coverage for

their family that maybe they couldn't in their earlier poAition. So

all of a sudden, you've got three thousand insurance companies de-

scending on one guy whose name and picture appeared in the paper. But

what a lot of the smarter ones are doing is, they're by- passing that

guy, and they're finding out who took his place, because his name Isn't

in there. So they will call the company and find out who replaced

John Henry who was just promoted to vice-president (who's filling his

seat?), and they'll go after him. So that's just exactly what you're
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talking about. Maybe your personnel director in most cases isn't the

man you want to make your impression on, You don't want to ignore him,

but also eentact those in decision-making positions.

Response:

How well would some of these mailing outfits bo able to zero in on

chief executives for us? And of course anothoa thing too is that

in the Puget Sound Area we hive A regional placement effort wheroly

we could colleotively contact employe s.

That's a good point Leo. Collective efforts many times are something

you should look into for mailing projects.

There is ono other source of leads that we frequently overlook.

Every metropolitan area generally has its snail trade newspapers.

These papers daily print lists of the new businesses, putting the

names of personnel, the addresses of the firm, and what they pro-

duce. I contacted one of these papers and subscribed to it to get

to the people we know are going to need help. This gives you a

tailor-made lead, because any new business needs new personnel.

Another possibility for contacts is advisory groups. Our Institu-

tion is an old, established school. We have a list of 1100 people

in industry who have been or who are currently members of advisory

committees for the college. I'm sending them a mailing in which

I'm including a proposed letter about our college which they can

use if they want to, or write their own if they want to, asking them

to send them to ten or fifteen others of their business associates,

or people that they think may not know about our institution. It



puts it on them to spread it around the area among their own trades;

and I think coming from them, and signed by Chem ( "I'm a member of

the advisory committee of this college, and t urge you to turn to

that"imay carry more weight than if It eerie from us.

Yes, that's good. That's A technique that we use all the time, and I'm

glad Nat you brought that up. Sometimes you can aceomplish more by

using third parties or other influential people to steal your letters for

you, or have letters come from their offices for sper:lal purposes. In-

stead of coming from you it could come from somAo.iy ,ise that might be

interested. Let's say that you have A company, an employer, who has been

particularly satisfied with the graduates that they have gotten from your

college. It would be very much in line to go to the president of that

company and ask him If he would write a letter expr sing his satisfaction

with your services, and the quality of graduates that they have employed

from your institution. Then you can take that letter, dud you can mail

It out to other employers, or mail several of them in a little kit form,

along with the brochure, a personal letter, a selection of these testi-

monial letters about year services. There's another thing that you

ought not to overlook in direct mail technique, and that is the return

postcard. If you tan think of something that yogi want them to write

you back about, and put in In enclosed post cart, self-addressed and

stamped, then in your letter ask something like: "I would like to know

if you received such and such; "or, "Would you like to he placed on the

mailing list; "or, "Would you like to receive our list of graduates

every quarter; "or,"Would you like to receive our catalogue?" Then put

down his name and address, his company, his title, and a place to re-

quest that information. That's one way of keeping your mailing list
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eurtent, he..iu kr mailing lints will change. in of the biggest jobs that

I would imagine you have is keeping your mailing list current. It's a

hl 4 7', for tniiii/VSSO:i who do d lot of direct mall. it's also an impor-

taut wly ct establishing that your letters are being readto create

rc.oions for then to write to you.

Auotlier alohh tIto same 14Ne Is io.try to get a company to

include you in a copy of a newspaper ad. Bethlehem Steel or some

major company says,"We hire community college graduates in machine

technology." It not only advertised the company, but it went on and

listed what these graduates could do in their company. I thought it

was a fantastic idea, and t suspect that the company paid a Large

proportion of the cost of that ad.

That's another good way that you can get companies to help you subsidize

your placement program. Now what I would do if I saw an ad like that, if

it was pertaining to you, I'd clip it out and put a little letter on it

and send it to the business with some information about yourself. I would

say, "Please put us on your list of colleges to visit," and then I'd

write a real enticing letter as to why they should. It would be a good

way to establish communication. It seems to me that you're going to have

to do a lot of these little things in order to create this special repu-

tation for yourself. Let me just mention a few things that I don't know

whether you're in a position to take advantage of. In the area of audio-

visual facilities, I know that some businesses and colleges are doing things

that are kind of exciting. For example, a lot of companies make voice re-

cordings, and they'll send them around to the universities. These are

taped voice recordings that students can play and listen to the company's

message. Most companies aren't just sitting back waiting for graduates to
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apply. Their situation is very competitive for the top graduates, so

they're very aggressive. They are preparing rather sophisticated audio-

visual devices to help them Attract these college graduates. The video-

Cassette Is one that is growing in acceptance and use. The company will

send a 16 millimeter film or A tape of some kind, and then the college

can convert it to video-cassette, and then they just plug it into the

slot, and the students sit there and watch it like a television set.

This is in the area not only of offering services to the employer, but

it is also offering services to the student, so the student can come in

and learn about these companies and what they have to offer. If you can

offer some real, tangible, unusual, unique services to the students, you'll

enhance your office, and you'll enhance your ability to do your job. Cer-

tain employers will respond to this kind of a program. Film strips and

slides are other things that some companies have available.

One university is getting into the area of helping students to cold-

canvass for jobs, because they have found, of course, that not all gradu-

ates are able to find jobs. There isn't that rich recruiting at present.

Then it becomes the responsibility of the graduate to get out and make

cold calls. But this university doesn't want the employers to know that

they ore counseling these students to do this, because they want to main-

tain the idea, their reputation, that theirs is a very high level placement

service, and they don't want to give the impression that their graduates

aren't being sought after right down to the C-student. So they have a

very sophisticated program to teach these students how to present them-

selves before a prospective employer on a cold call. basis -- canvassing.

Another placement director indicated to me that when recruiting em-

ployers come to campus, they really give them the red carpet service.



I don't know how far you can go with this, but they of course take them

out to the airpcct, and drive them in, and introduce them to the key

members of the administration, have a luncheon far them, then take them

out in the evening at a restaurant. Then after they've done their re-

cruiting, and go hack to their industry or their business, the college

will follow-up with a letter and thank them for coming, saying, "We

certainly enjoyed having you, and it will be a pleasure to see you again

next time, In the meantime, may we remind you that we have thus': ser-

vices that are available to you at any CIA,. Don't wait until the for-

mality of another recruitment visit to contact us; we have such and such

and such that are available to you on a continuing basis." These colleges

have attractive display racks in their offices: for literature that com-

panies all put out about themselves, so the students can come in and pick

up this material. These are some of the thinge you can do: the display

of company literature; the audio-visual aids; the slide-sound presentation;

the video-cassette; the voice recording; all of these things that can keep

students in your office and make it a focus of attention,

Response:

I wonder if you would perform an autopsy on the PR things that we've

had in our college program. We have taken a page right out of your

book, and published a spread in our papers about our program and its

benefits for the employer. That's where we got into trouble. The

college paid for the ad, so as a public service, the TV stations gave

us about $6000 worth of space, time, etc. One of the boo-boos that

I think was made, was that this was not listed as a public service,

and it got feedback. The backlash got so bad so quick from the
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community. The reaction was, here you are screaming you don't

have enough money for lathes, and teachers' salaries, and then you

spend all this money on an advertising campaign to tell the world

how great you arethat's It in a nutshell. We cancelled the

thing after we'd spent about $1000 of the $2000. Now where did we

go wrong on it?

You just mentioned it. You'd need to sit down and look at the whole

thing, but as you said, one of the things that made it a cardinal

mistake, was that you did not label it as a public service. This is

a problem we run into all the time with associations, 1 represent two

associations, and they are always crying to their members for funds to

operate on, and they just don't dare spend anything on advertising for

that very reason, because people say, "lf you've got money to spend on

advertising, I'm not going to pay you my dues next year because

One way of course is to label it as a public service.

Response:

All you need is one TV spot, and they think you're opening a whole

multi-million dollar campaign.

Well, I don't know. That comes under the category of selling the need

and value of advertising, and it sounds like in your town you could go

to the radio and television and newspaper people and you could explain

your dilemma to them, and ask them for support in educating the public

as to how an advertising program will benefit the college and the

community, why there are certain kinds of benefits that come from that

type of a communication that we aren't going to get in any other way.

Another way would be to go to your key community leaders in special
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sessions or special meetings, and make a presentation to them, explain-

ing why you're doing this.

I think that's where the idea came from. The key ceimminity leaders

rams up with the idea of advertising to show some successes.

Who was doing the objecting, then?

?c92°nse:

That guy in the street who's paying the taxes.

How many of them?

Res once:

Like yesterday the budget went down again. Our placement budget

is now down $6578, something like that. We went out once before

and failed, came out again and failed, and so now we go back to

the drawing boards and

Well, if you got matching funds before, what would be the chance of not

having to spend any money yourself, of going to the media and asking

them to contribute as a public service? Then you could say it's totally

public service.

This Citing was so bad--phones ringing, letters to the editor. It

happened so fast that we even asked them not to do it as a public

service.

What were you saying in your advertising?

There was a picture of a student -- here's a young man or woman- -what

they had learned at our community college and the job they now

hadkind of a boost for the local economy.

This was a campaign that was being run to get votes for a levy?

Oh no, this was just a kind of PR type of thing -- here's what we have
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done--a report to the community.

Responel

I made this comment to your staff the other day. I saw some of

those advertisements and showed one to one of the guys in our commu-

nity, a body and fender man, and I think his response is typical.

The specific ad was about a student who had graduated from this

community college and was now a body and fender man, and the quality

of his shop was so great, that normally his bids were higher than

the rest of the body and fender people around the area. Even at

that, many people would specify they wanted their car fixed there,

because of the quality workmanship of this guy. But the response

of the man to whom I showed the ad was, "Boy, look at the adver-

tising that guy gets for free from this cormiunIty college and all

the rest of the guys get none." This is one of the things that I

would mention in your advertisement campaign.

Yes, that would be a problem. That could cause kind of an uproar. Is

that the kind of complaint you were getting, people saying that this

guy's getting free advertising?

That was one thing. The major complaint, as I mentioned before was,

If you've got that kind of money, why should we be hassling dollars

for your college?"

Perhaps the model presented by the Seattle Public Schools would be appro-

priate here. When it comes money time, the Seattle Public Schools put

out an advertising program to get people to get out and vote for their

schools. But it is cleary marked as being monies from non-public

sources, that the campaign is being conducted by the Committee for Support
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of the Seattle Public Schools. So it sounds like it's a private group

that's spending their money, and it is. It's a citizen's group that

raises this money CO support the schools, It sounds to no like you have

two problems. One which you mentioned, is that if you mention a company

by name, and say that they are getting more business even though they're

charging higher prices, because they're producing better quality, that's

just an outright commercial endorsement. That would be enough te cause

a lot of uproar in the business community, The second which you also

mentioned is that when you are talking about public or community ser-

vices, people expect them to be non-profit. If you've got money to

spend on commercial advertising, people just can't make the adjustment

between a non-profit and a profit-oriented business. If it were a

private school, you probably wouldn't have any problem in doing it, but

because it is a public supported school, there is a lack of understand-

ing about what you're trying to do and what advertising is all about.

I think the better way to do a report to the community would be through

a public relations promotion instead of an advertising program, because

a public relations program is mostly supported by free offerings, such

as space in a newspaper or time on radio-television, in the form of news

feature stories, television and radio features, documentaries, and this

type of thing. You can approach the newspaper, radio, and television

stations with the idea in mind that you would appreciate this, as a

public supported institution. Since it is the taxpayers' money that is

paying for it, you can't spend any money, but it would be to their

interest, as well as that of the community, for them to know about their

community college so they can support it. Appeal to them on a public

service basis. Change your promotion from an advertising program to a
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public relations program.

I'm sure you're well aware of the problems that come up from over-

selling. As a result of my own experience, I've spent a lot of time

conducting on- carpus recruiting, and in the process I have recruited

some companies for two or three years running. However, these com-

panies can't get graduates to accept employment with them. Some of

them are from the East Coast. So there all my recruiting work has

gone down the drain, because they can't attract our graduates. Our

graduates don't want to go to the East Coast. So you can oversell.

Well, that's a good point. You're going to have to handle those situa-

tions Individually. I would write hack te these companies that have be-

come discouraged, and indicate the reasons. Our graduates, unfortunately,

wont Co stay out on the West Coast. We're sorry about this, but we obvi-

ously don't have any control over it. However, there are graduates who

would he happy to accept employment on the East Coast. What we would like

to do is call your attention to these people. We'll send you resumes or

whatever you want about them, when they come along." So, you keep this

communication open. Even though you've lost them as a recruiter, you can

still keep them as a job opportunity.

Response:

That's right. And they do invite us to do that. I have run through

these and met the recruiter and the student, and now I'm being more

selective in taking those companies that the students are more inter-

ested in.

Response:

We've had a problem at our school with the fact that we can't spend
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any money on advertising, We have certain programs there which are

really great, but they are put in jeopardy because of lack of stu-

dents. There would ho a conflict of interest on the part of the

newspapers if they gave us free public relations exposure, because

there are private schools that are spending lots of mcley advertis-

ing the same programs, for which they charge large amounts of money,

but which we are offering to students tuition-free. If they were to

publicize the Fact that we offer these programs, they'd be cutting

the ground right out from under the people who are paying them. I

don't know how you got around a thing like that.

That's probably the toughest situation you can get into in this business,

and it's very difficult to overcome, unless you can just go to the news-

papers or your publications, lay it down on the table and say, This is

our problem. What would you suggest we do?" If f were a newspaper

editor and you came to me, and I knew your situation--"We've got jobs,

we've got a fabulous metallurgy program, but we can't get the students

because they don't know about the program," then my ears, as an eodtor,

would go up just like that, because here is a very good story, a good

public interest story. I think any editor worth his salt would be

interested in that story. If the private schools came to them and said,

"Look, you gave these people something for nothing, 'so we expect you to

do the same for us," I'd tell them, "This has nothing to do with that- -

this is a newsorthy story. I don't care how much money you're spending,

how much money they're spending, this is news, this is good feature

material, and I'm going to run it." I'd just make them back down, and

I think they would. But I don't think I'm speaking just for myself as an

editor, but I think my reaction is typical. I think if you went to them
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with this approach you would be successful.

Response:

I've had three stories in our local newspaper in the Last nine

months by picking out for them an unusua. job that we've built.

Our PR woman is smart enough that every time anything of this

nature appears in the paper, she lists it jobs can be listed at

the placement office; our telephone number; our extension; the

hours; and we see a tremendous increase of employer.; calling in

and placing jobs with us, as a result of these stories.

That's good. That's a good example of what I'm suggesting. Another

important point is the care and feeding of newspaper peopl', press

people, the media, or newspapers. After they have run a story for you,

Write then a letter and thank them. Don't ever let that go by without

doing it. That's the best thing you can do.

What could we project as far as costs? What would an advertising

agency's services be worth?

That's really a tough one, because agency services and costs vary very

widely, depending on the type of advertising agency. It depends upon

whether they're full service or part service, if they're specialists,

or if they're a lc e agency, small, or medium-sized. I think that if

you want to look into this, I would go to a good, small, compact agency

office. The overhead requirements of these larger agencies is so great,

that a lot of them won't even talk to you unless you spend at least

$25,000 a year in advertising. But you can go to smaller agencies who

are very good, and you can get them to work with you. I would imagine

most of their service would just be in counseling and advice, but maybe
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you want more than that. I would say that you are probably going to

have to be willing to spend somewhere around a minimum of $5000 a year

with them.

Response:

That's not unrealistic, because many of us have some sort of public

relations going on within our organizations, a lot of people in-

volved, and $25,000 hardly pays the salary of the guy who's heading

it up.

Response;

Here in the Puget Sound area, we've just formed a consortium, and

have funds to operate that small staff with ten colleges. It would

be conceivable with that kind of emphasis, covering about 50,000

students, and 10 campuses, we could afford a $5000 campaign. I

don't know whether we can legally afford it, as we have to go back

to the State to spend state dollars for this kind of campaign, but

It seems to me, in a concerted kind of effort, we're in a better

position to do it than are individual campuses.

Yes, that's a good point. I was going to bring that up just before you

did - -where you can get two or more colleges together and you can cooper-

ate on a program. That's done often in business. The purpose of an

association of any kind is for promotional and public relations -- that's

90 of the reason that any association exists. They do it so they do

spread out the costs and share them, if they can't afford it individu-

ally. If legally you can afford the services of an

would do it, because they can really help you.
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